


PREVIOUSLY IN PEP!
History is, to fundamentally disagree with Alan Bennett, very much not “just one thing
after another”; it is a method of organising events into patterns and as such is at
least as dependent on the person doing the organising as it is on the actual events.
Everything is fragments, he is never talking about what we think he’s talking about. In
30TH CENTURY MAN, he mentions that the songs aren’t meant to be taken too literally and
that he finds an idea thats usually political and expands out to a more personal
singular notion. Walker is an existentialist in a way that few are – he makes every
aspect of life into a challenge of the self.
Was Morrison satirising stories like Attack Of The Cybermen and Warriors Of The Deep? I
don’t know. But I do know that had someone suggested a ‘the Voord become Cybermen on
Planet 14′ story to the production office at that time, they would probably have
exploded with delight.
It’s not as if I’m unaware that proliferation was an occasional standby in days of yore;
everyone met their antimatter opposites at one point and another, but it wasn’t at all a
commonplace device – too silly, unrealistic – of the 1980’s when everything was
singular, contemporary and probably really quite miserable, standing about moodily in
the rain.
Because Steed was older, after all; and therefore — follow close, because it gets a bit
dubious here — he came from a younger age. Something like an ultracompetent, super
precocious child, a Merlinic brat — the final evolutionary flower of the invisible and
decaying garden of Establishment, he’s a trickster and a psychopomp, but it’s not his
job to experience the outside world, only to be brilliant in his way. That is to say:
brilliant and static. Because Steed is everything he is, precisely because he’s a
finished, final, perfectly refined product…and it’s Emma’s job to experience. She’s the
hero. She’s the knight in shining armour, here; and Steed is only her…
I like sports not for the hooligans or the bullying PE teachers who foist them upon us
at impressionable ages but for the stories. I will forever be devoted to the poetry of
baseball, however slim it may be in this age of steriods and soulless ballparks with
corporate sponsors. I’m even willing to admit there’s something worthy in the action
movie nature of handegg, though neither is my favorite I can see they perform a vital
service in our society.
We fought against the recent criminalisation of ‘extreme pornography’ not because we as
a party find that sort of thing of interest (though that law casts a wider net than you
may imagine. I’m as vanilla as they come, but I own a copy of Alan Moore and Melinda
Gebbie’s comic Lost Girls, which may well fall under that law. First they came for the
masturbators…) – most of us find that kind of porn fairly icky – but because finding
something a bit icky is not actually a good reason to criminalise it.
Try to envision a version of Captain Scarlet where the good Captain spent half of his
time convinced that he was really Tam Shankley, a bedraggled bachelor from East
Kilbride. Imagine if Tam spent whole episodes crying and wanking himself off with his



crude puppet fingers — picture that and you’ve got some idea of how reading The Filth
will make you feel.
And he is frail in his good suit, but it’s hard to believe — perhaps because I’m about a
third his age — that he can really be that old. There’s a twinkle in his eye, Andrew
tells me (if I’m too far away to see hats, I’m definitely too far away to see this), and
there are young women hooting and hollering (I heard some filthy things during “I’m Your
Man”! if I were of a weaker constitution it would’ve fair put me off my Aero Bubbles).
At the risk of paraphrasing Douglas Adams: it’s possible that this has already happened:
that in fact the Great Houses have “won” a previous iteration of the Time War and
replaced their predecessors. Or, more bluntly, the enemy of the Time Lords – whoever
that may have been supposed to be, or whoever it may turn out to be, i.e. the Daleks –
wins and history rewrites itself around them so that they become the Great Houses. And
equally, the enemy of the Great Houses is the Time Lords.
Vote Labour or Vote Tory: all other options have been deemed nonmutual, incompatible
with life as we know it! And may the gods help you if you want to make any bigger
changes – under the current system, your proposals cannot be countenanced!
“Don’t have any of the symptoms of diabetes? BE AWARE THAT IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
INDICATORS OF UNDIAGNOSED DIABETES.”
Making women more free and making women more equal to men are clearly not mutually
exclusive. They can hardly be separated. What feminists want to take away from men is
not freedom but undeserved privilege. It should also be obvious that groups with
undeserved privileges have a vested interest in keeping freedom and equality opposed to
each other. If freedom and equality are opposite extremes, and if extremism is bad and
moderation is good, then it follows that freedom and equality always have to compromise
with each other. This means that neither freedom nor equality can ever be attained.
What it boils down to, though, is that you make an assumption – say, that everything
floats. You then test it, by for example letting go of a lead weight. When it lands on
your foot and breaks your toe, that’s new data. You then revise your assumption,
possibly to ‘most things float, but lead weights fall and hurt your foot’. If you keep
retesting your assumption, and revising it when things go wrong, you’ll eventually get
a model of reality that fits all your data.
It’s all evidence that there is one big story. We just can’t see it: it’s too big. We
don’t have the perceptions to see all of our own history properly. Likewise we cannot
see all of the history of the Time War. All we can see is the way that the stories we do
understand are warped and reflected around it.
Which also offers a particular sort of newness, you see: because in the ability to go
and enjoy brandnew episodes in a narrative, and interactions among a set of characters,
that were all long since put to a hasty death…is that most fabulous thing, the ability
to not only rehave one’s cake, but reeat it too. To pick up where one left off, where
one fundamentally cannot pick up where one left off…



RASSILON AND OMEGA ARE
DEAD

Or, Waiting For The Other

Rassilon and Omega, two Time Lords, are sitting in a featureless void. There is a Doric column
behind them.

Rassilon is tossing a coin, much to the annoyance of Omega
RAS: Heads again! Eightyfour in a row! Only one more to break the record!
OM: I don't know why you keep tossing that thing. I Ching makes you go blind, you know
RAS: That's not what he says
OM: Who?
RAS: Yes.
OM: What?
RAS: The Other
OM: What about him?
RAS: He likes the I Ching, apparently
OM: Really? He doesn't seem the type.
RAS: Oh yes. Very much so.
OM: So what does the I Ching have to say for us, anyway?
RAS: Well, six unbroken lines represents heaven and the creative. "The movement of heaven is

full of power. Thus the superior man makes himself strong and untiring." And the repetition of
the trigram is the creation of the idea of time.

OM: No it isn't.
RAS: What do you mean?
OM: I created the idea of time. I remember it distinctly. That's why we blew up that black hole,

remember?
RAS: I thought it was him who came up with the idea, and you just helped?



OM: Wretched cur! How dare you impute that the great Lord Omega, master of all he surveys,
would need to steal the ideas of an... an OTHER! I am Omega! The original, you might say!
I am no plagiarist! Give me that cursed coin!

And he throws the coin to the ground, where it bounces with a resounding clang. It lands heads up.

Things That Are Good About The Clangers
Holly Matthies

1 The faint green glow noticeable around the inside of the rim of the soup wells. What is that soup
made of, anyway? Andrew thinks it's pea soup, which he called "the best kind of soup in the world!" Hmm...
2 The Clangers' skeletons are made of Meccano. True! I saw it in a documentary. Somehow this strikes
me as more delightful than that many features of the show  such as the Iron Chicken  are more obviously
made of Meccano.
3 The Clangers are even better at being vegetarian than I am, on the basis of their evident diet of green
soup and blue string pudding. The glowhoney ensures that they are not vegan, but at least the GlowBuzzers
make it clear that they should ask before taking the glowhoney. And at least they are on very good terms
with the GlowBuzzers, as indeed they are with the Soup Dragon
4 It is a society that is thoroughly and unremarkedly doing its part for gender equality. Many of the
prominent characters  including the Iron Chicken, the Soup Dragon and Tiny Clanger  are girls, or women.
When they might just as easily be "default" male, or indeed being aliens (even on a kids' show) have no
gender at all, they are neither very patriarchical nor matriarchal, and don't seem hung up on gender at all.
The girl and boy Clangers play music, grow plants, and build machines each as easily as the other.
RAS: You're sure it was this timezone?
OM: What?
RAS: That he said to wait?
OM: He said 1966. [Pause]. I think.
RAS: You think.
OM: I must have made a note of it. [He fumbles in his pockets, pulling out a 500year diary and
flicking through it]
RAS: And is it 1966? Is it not rather 1967? [pause] Or 1993? [pause] Or 2004?
OM: It's not possible!
RAS: It has a look of November 1963 to me...
OM: Now you're just being silly.



THE SMILE YOU SEND OUT RETURNS TO

YOU...

by Andrew Hickey

For a legendary lost album, the Beach
Boys' Smile album has been released
rather a lot...

In 1966, Brian Wilson and Van Dyke Parks
began work on an album, originally titled Dumb
Angel but later revised to Smile, which was
intended as a Beach Boys album. However, by
early 1967, WIlson had grown disenchanted with
the music and, starting to suffer from the
mental illness which would continue to affect
him from that point on, decided to scrap it and
record a new album, Smiley Smile, instead. An
album-length compilation of Smile outtakes was
released on the Beach Boys' 1993 box set Good
Vibrations, and Wilson and Parks finally
finished the album, as a Brian Wilson solo
album, in 2004.

But in all that time Smiley Smile has been
ignored by all but the most rabid of Beach Boys
fans, dismissed even by band member

Carl Wilson as "a bunt, rather than a grand
slam".

But in truth, this astonishing little album is, in
its own way. as good as any music ever
recorded. It's just not what anyone was
expecting.

While Smile was and is a hugely complex
conceptual piece equally inspired by baroque
music and Gershwin, which stretched
contemporary recording techniques to breaking
point, Smiley Smile may be the most
instrumentally stripped-down album ever
recorded. A vocal tour-de-force, it is almost
empty otherwise - many songs featuring just a
bongo and a single organ note, or some similar
combination. At a time when everyone else was
going for instrumental virtuosity and extended
solos, this seemed about as far from
'progressive' as you can get. And yet...



And yet Smiley Smile, the album that was
released, is one of the most astonishing,
heartbreaking, hilarious, human things ever
committed to vinyl. I've argued before that
Smile and Smiley Smile were both attempts by
Wilson to create a version of a platonic ideal
album in his head, the former aided by Van
Dyke Parks and the latter by the Beach Boys.

And this is very much a Beach Boys album, in a
way that no album had been before. Where Pet
Sounds - as gorgeous as it was - had been an
album based around solo vocals and
instrumental arrangements, with the backing
vocals mostly consisting of block harmonies or
very simple counterpoint, and the vocal
arrangements on the earlier albums had mostly
been fairly simple (modelled on a piano + vocal
model, with Mike Love singing the 'left hand'
bass part, the harmony stack in the middle
singing 'right hand' chords and Brian's falsetto
on top being the melody he'd sing while
playing), this album sparkles with vocal
pyrotechnics.

It's no coincidence that the few bits of the actual
Smile recordings (as opposed to songs) to have
made it on to Smiley Smile are those with the
most complex vocals. The chorus to Heroes &
Villains (a song which is, incidentally, improved
enormously by being tightened into a three
minute single for this album) has at least five
independently moving vocal lines, and much of
the last half of the song is almost entirely a
capella (usually with no more than a single
harpsichord or Baldwin organ). This is
astonishingly layered, sophisticated vocal
arranging of a type that the band would never
use again.

The other piece of actual Smile recording used
here is the tag to the song Vegetables. The rest
of Vegetables is a new recording, and shows the
new simpler - but crucially still inventive -
production style to the full. The only
instrumentation is a single bass, with percussion
provided by chomping carrots and pouring juice
from a jug.

With rare exceptions, Smiley Smile isn't about
the song - the song as a concept has almost
disappeared on this album, to be replaced with
the feel. Most of the songs are variations
(sometimes very cleverly disguised variations)
on the Heroes & Villains melody. But what
they are is an excuse to show off the kind of
vocal virtuosity that has never otherwise been
heard in popular music.

And on this album the band are a band,
working as a unit in a way they didn't before or
since. Their vocal blend is also closer than it
would ever be again at this point - the family
resemblances in the voices (and Al Jardine
sounds almost preternaturally like a member of
the family, despite not being related to the
other members) showing in a way they wouldn't
in later years, once tobacco, cocaine and alcohol
had had time to wear them down.

Even I, as obsessive a Beach Boys fan as I am,
sometimes have difficulty making out who is
singing what here. This is made even more
difficult by the habit of double-tracking vocals
by two different singers, or splitting lines
between vocalists. Have you ever noticed that
in Good Vibrations, for example, Brian sings "I
hear the sound of a" while Carl sings "gentle
word"?

But this is a gentle, beautiful album. A dream
of an album, where quiet half-heard fragments
slip in and out of consciousness. Many of the
lyrics fit that dreamlike feel - "sure would like
to have a little pad in Hawaii", "I love you most
of all, my favourite vegetable", the whole of
She's Going Bald.

And most beautiful of all, at the end, we have
Wonderful, in a very different version from its
Smile recording, but still possibly the most
beautiful song ever written.

Smile might have taken another 37 years to be
finished, but forty-three years later people still
aren't noticing the beauty that was there under
their noses all the time.



RAS: I can hearI thought I heardmusic.
OM: What is that thing underneath your nose?
RAS: The philtrum?
OM: Is that what it's called? I always wondered about that.
RAS: Presumably it is so called because one can use one's moustache as a filter, for straining

soup et cetera.

WHAT CHANGED YOUR MIND?
Saying that women are worse than men at maths and spatial

reasoning could be a selffulfilling prophecy.

Gavin Robinson

Studies show that journalists are very poor at
understanding science.

a few examples.
In January 2005 The Daily Mail published a story entitled 'Why women are worse at mapreading
than men' which claimed that 'scientists believe they have pinpointed the reason' for women's lack
of mapreading skills.1 The article reported a brain imaging experiment by Richard Haier and Rex
Jung, but there are some big problems with the Mail's interpretation of it (Haier and Jung,
Neuroimage, March 2005).2 First, the experiment was about general intelligence, which is not the
same as spatial reasoning. Second, although the results showed activity in different areas of men's

Part 1: Why Journalists Can't
Understand Science
It is a truth universally acknowledged that
women are terrible at maths, driving and
mapreading. But like Jane Austen, I'm
being sarcastic there. It isn't really a
universal truth, but people who think it is
have a disproportionate influence over the
mainstream media. The British rightwing
press regularly shows off its misogyny and
homophobia in articles about how science
'proves' that straight men are better than
everyone else at tasks involving spatial
reasoning, such as driving and navigating.
That the scientific research in question
often proves nothing of the sort isn't
allowed to get in the way of prejudiced
stories which follow predictable genre
conventions. These are

1 Robin Yapp, 'Why women are worse at mapreading than men', The Daily Mail, 24 January 2005.

2 Richard Haier, Rex Jung et al., 'The neuroanatomy of general intelligence: sex matters', NeuroImage, 25:1 (March 2005).



and women's brains during the intelligence tests (women tended to use more white matter, men
tended to use more grey matter), they found that the male and female groups were of equal
intelligence. The Mail quoted Jung speculating that 'This may help explain why men tend to excel in
tasks requiring more local processinglike mathematics and mapreading', but this isn't really based
on what the experiment found.
In Feburary 2005 Qazi Rahman published a paper making the fairly modest claim that men and
women use different strategies for navigation, and that gay men seem to use a mixture of 'male' and
'female' strategies.3 The experiment wasn't designed to find out who was better: the map task
performed by the participants 'was easy to complete, thus permitting an examination of strategies
used rather than accuracy of performance'. Despite this, The Times reported the findings under the
headline 'Gay men "as bad as women with maps"'.4 Meanwhile The Daily Telegraph headline was
'Gay men share women's talents for map reading', but it soon becomes clear that this is sarcasm,
as the story begins 'Homosexual men share the same relatively poor map reading skills as
heterosexual women'.5 The study only said that women's greater reliance on landmarks was a
different strategy, but the newspapers misreported it as a weakness.
Sometimes the experiment in question actually does claim to show some gender differences in
ability. In March 2007, Elizabeth Maylor published the results of a large scale experiment into the
effects of ageing on mental abilities.6 The results showed that on average men performed better
than women at mental rotation and line angle judgement (which are both spatial reasoning tasks),
while women performed better than men at object location memory; that cognitive abilities decline
with age, but more in men than in women; and that within each gender group, heterosexuals
outperformed homosexuals on tasks where that gender is better overall, but sexual orientation did
not change the effects of ageing. The Daily Telegraph reported the experiment more or less
accurately, but under the condescendingly homophobic headline 'In need of directions? Men, stay
straight'.7 The Daily Mail story was titled 'Women better at finding the car keys than their scatty
spouses', which on the surface seems to be unusually positive about women, although it's still
framed in confrontational terms of one gender being better than another.8 But the headline is soon
undermined by the body of the story. The finding that on average female participants did better than
males on object location memory is described as 'likely to provoke heated debate', but the finding
that men are better at mental rotation and line angle judgement isn't. In this type of story findings
which supposedly prove straight male superiority are never presented as controversial: they just
confirm what 'everyone knows'. But here the journalist tries to use prejudice and anecdotes to
counter scientific evidence, saying that it 'flies in the face of perceived male wisdom' and that
'thousands more men will recollect how many times they have been late for a party because their
date has mislaid her favourite pair of earrings'.
In 2008, Qazi Rahman published research which did claim that straight men were better than
women and gay men at spatial reasoning.9 The experiment used two virtual reality maze tasks to
3 Qazi Rahman et al., 'A Specific Sexual Orientation-Related Difference in Navigation Strategy', Behavioral

Neuroscience, 119:1 (February 2005).
4 Nigel Hawkes, 'Gay men “as bad as women with maps”', The Times, 25 February 2005.
5 Roger Highfield, 'Gay men share women's talents for map reading', The Daily Telegraph, 25 February 2005.
6 Elizabeth Maylor et al., 'Gender and Sexual Orientation Differences in Cognition Across Adulthood: Age Is

Kinder to Women than to Men Regardless of Sexual Orientation', Archives of Sexual Behavior, 36:2 (March
2007).

7 Roger Highfield, 'In need of directions? Men, stay straight', The Daily Telegraph, 24 May 2007.
8 Duncan Robertson, 'Women better at finding the car keys than their scatty spouses', Daily Mail, 23 May 2007.



test the navigational abilities of four groups (straight/gay male/female). The results suggested that
on average the heterosexual male group was significantly faster than the others on both maze
tasks, but there are some important caveats. First, the difference between the groups decreased
with practice: straight men seemed to have a big advantage at first but the gap narrowed towards
the end of the experiment. Second, although the paper claims that gender and sexual orientation
had the biggest effect on performance in the maze tasks, there were also significant effects from
age, general intelligence, and years in education. Third, there was also a mental rotation task, and
this showed no statistically significant difference between any of the groups. The headlines in the
rightwing press suggest that these facts made no impression on journalists, The Daily Telegraph
saying that 'Women and gay men are "worst drivers"', The Daily Mail that 'Gay men are as bad at
navigating as women', and The Times 'Driving somewhere new? Take a heterosexual man'.10 The
experiment didn't actually test driving a car, but that didn't stop the 'women are bad drivers' clichés.
While the research paper only claimed to have found a statistically significant difference in the
average times for each group, the newspapers present the difference in very negative terms, using
language such as 'worst', 'weakness', 'perform poorly' and 'poor sense of direction'. All three articles
quote Rahman as saying that in a novel environment 'women are going to take a lot longer to reach
their destination, making more errors, taking wrong turns etc.' even though his research paper
states that there was no statistically significant difference between the average distance travelled by
each group during the maze tasks.
The conventions of the 'women are worse than men' story can be applied to almost any experiment,
no matter how irrelevant. In February 2009, Francisco Ayala published the results of an experiment
which involved imaging the brains of 10 men and 10 women while they decided whether they
considered images to be beautiful.11 The imaging data showed activity in the parietal lobe in both
groups, but in women this activity tended to be evenly distributed on both sides of the brain,
whereas in men it tended to be biased to the right side. The paper cited other studies which found
gender differences in spatial reasoning, and speculated that differences in brain activity could
suggest that appreciation of beauty involves spatial processing. But the experiment itself didn't
involve any spatial reasoning task. The Daily Telegraph reported this experiment twice on the same
day. A story in the science section entitled 'Beauty truly is in the eye of the beholder, scientists say'
gave a fairly accurate summary of what the experiment was about, but placed a heavier emphasis
than the research paper on spatial awareness.12 Another story, written by a science correspondent
but published in the news section, was titled 'Why women cannot read maps and men lose their
keys'.13 The headline looks particularly absurd because even the story below it doesn't mention
maps or keys. The same cliché appeared in The Daily Mail story 'Are we lost? Why women are
worse at reading maps but can find those misplaced keys', which opened with 'Women are worse at
reading maps but better at finding lost items, research into how the sexes perceive beauty has
revealed'.14 The Guardian steered well clear of these clichés, but still managed to print the incredibly
stupid headline 'Women appreciate beauty better than men, says study'.15 This is not what
9 Qazi Rahman et al., 'Sexual orientation-related differences in allocentric spatial memory tasks', Hippocampus,

18:1 (January 2008).
10 Sarah Radford, 'Women and gay men are “worst drivers”', The Daily Telegraph, 3 January 2008; 'Gay men are

as bad at navigating as women', The Daily Mail, 4 January 2008; Mark Henderson, 'Driving somewhere new?
Take a heterosexual man', The Times, 4 January 2008.

11 Camilo J. Cela-Conde, Francisco J. Ayala et al., 'Sex-related similarities and differences in the neural correlates
of beauty', Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 106:10 (March 2009).



12 'Beauty truly is in the eye of the beholder, scientists say', The Daily Telegraph, 24 February 2009.
13 Richard Alleyne, 'Why women cannot read maps and men lose their keys', The Daily Telegraph, 24 February

2009.
14 'Are we lost? Why women are worse at reading maps but can find those misplaced keys', The Daily Mail, 24

February 2009.
15 Ian Sample, 'Women appreciate beauty better than men', The Guardian, 24 February 2009.
16 Claudia Wolf et al., 'Sex differences in parking are affected by biological and social factors', Psychological

Research, (forthcoming).
17 Matthew Moore, 'Women worse at parking than men, study shows', The Daily Telegraph, 20 December 2009;

Andrew Levy, 'Men really ARE better at parking... and that's a woman professor talking', The Daily Mail, 21
December 2009.

18 http://miss-s-b.dreamwidth.org/1018399.html

the study said at all, but different brain activity has somehow slipped into one group being 'better'
than the other.
Finally, in December 2009 Claudia Wolf reported an experiment which actually did involve parking a
car.16 According to the abstract (I don't have access to the full article), on average male participants
were faster and more accurate than female participants in both novice and experienced groups, but
performance at parking was only related to mental rotation ability in the novice groups. For once the
typical headlines in the rightwing press ('Women worse at parking than men, study shows' in The
Daily Telegraph; 'Men really ARE better at parking... and that's a woman professor talking' in The
Daily Mail) weren't too inaccurate, but it's probably just a coincidence that this experiment happened
to fit better into the established genre conventions.17 The triumphalism of the headlines continued in
the language of the stories. The Telegraph claimed that women 'struggle', while the Mail said that
men were 'superior'. Claudia Wolf's quote that 'It is just about parking  not the triumph of men over
women' strikes me as spectacularly naive considering the way that rightwing journalists have
consistently misreported science to 'prove' that straight men are better than women and gay men.
So far I've concentrated on how journalists have misreported scientific experiments, but the
scientists themselves are not entirely innocent. Feminist bloggers have often pointed out problems
with the experiments themselves as well as with the way they're represented in the press. For
example, Jennie Rigg responded with several criticisms of Claudia Wolf's experiment: the findings of
the experiment could have been influenced by whoever was paying for it; the sample was very small
and apparently selfselecting; the reported 5% difference between male and female groups is not
necessarily statistically significant; and participants' performance could have been influenced by
how familiar they were with the type of car used in the experiment and how worried they were about
crashing it.18 One of her commenters pointed out that the experiment measured parking
performance against an unrealistic ideal: in everyday life, most drivers probably don't care whether
they're exactly half way between the lines. Some of these criticisms easily transfer to other
experiments. Of the six papers mentioned above, only Mayler's, with nearly 200,000 participants,
was based on a large sample, but this sample was also more selfselecting than the other
experiments as a result of being carried out through the BBC website, and underrepresented
women (47% in the youngest age group, falling to 38% in the oldest). The other five experiments
had between 20 and 140 subjects each.
Feminist science blog Vagina Dentata cited a study which suggests that unrepresentative samples



are a fundamental flaw in most psychology research.19 The paper, by Joseph Henrich et al., shows
that research in behavioural sciences routinely makes claims about 'universal' human traits based
on data obtained overwhelmingly from WEIRD (Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and
democratic) societies.20 A disproportionate number of psychology experiments are conducted on
American students, but these subjects are not typical of the human species as a whole. Studies
which have compared different cultures suggest that American students are outliers, even on
measures of some fairly basic things like visual perception, and, crucially, spatial cognition. There
are some major differences between industrialized and nonindustrialized societies; Western and
nonWestern societies (even when both are industrialized); Americans and nonAmerican
Westerners; and students and nonstudents. Henrich et al. cited studies of migratory foraging
cultures and poor American children which found no gender differences in spatial reasoning
ability.21 Therefore, even if the results of the experiments cited above are accurate, they could be
specific to certain groups who are not typical of most of the human species for most of its history.

19 http://www.vaginadentatablog.net/archives/139
20 Joseph Henrich et al., 'The Weirdest People in the World', Behavioural and Brain Sciences, (2009).
21 S. C. Levine, et al., 'Socioeconomic status modifies the sex difference in spatial skill', Psychological Science,

16:11 (2005); J. W. Berry, 'Emne and Eskimo perceptual skills', International Journal of Psychology, 1 (1966) .

PART 2: Causes And Effects
Whether gender differences in mental abilities exist or not, many journalists and scientists clearlybelieve that they do.
Given this, what do
they suggest as the
causes, and what
ideological
assumptions do these
explanations reveal?
Three hypotheses are
suggested:
1: During the stone
age, men hunted and
women gathered,
leading to the evolution
of 'male' and 'female'
brains with different
structures and abilities
which haven't changed
much since.

Artist's reconstruction of modern gender ideology. (Photo by Musetress,
released under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.)



2: Development of an individual's brain is influenced by hormones in the womb before birth.
These hormones can 'feminize' a male brain, causing not only worse spatial reasoning abilities in
gay men, but also homosexuality itself.
3: Society and culture impose gender roles on people. Stereotypically male roles involve more
spatial reasoning tasks, causing boys and men to develop better abilities through practice, while
girls and women are given less opportunity to develop their spatial reasoning abilities.
The first two can be lumped together as 'different brains' hypotheses. They both say that there are
fundamental differences between male and female brains, and that these differences are fixed,
natural and universal. The third is a sociocultural hypothesis which says that the differences are
changeable, artificial and not common to all cultures. Ayala strongly favoured the first explanation,
even though his experiment did nothing to prove or disprove it. Haier and Jung (2005) concluded
that male and female brains have different structures. While their paper made absolutely no claims
about what might cause this difference, The Daily Mail quoted Haier as saying 'These findings
suggest that human evolution has created two different types of brains designed for equally
intelligent behaviour'. The second hypothesis is preferred by Qazi Rahman. His 2008 paper tried
and failed to show strong links between spatial reasoning and factors which are supposed to
indicate prenatal hormone levels (number of older siblings and ratio between second and fourth
fingers), but didn't discuss any other possible causes. Maylor and Wolf both suggested a mixture
of biological and sociocultural factors.
If we only had the first six papers mentioned above, all three hypotheses would seem to fit the
evidence equally well, but this is mainly because these experiments provide very little evidence of
what might cause the differences they claim to have found. Only Rahman (2008) attempted to
make links with a specific cause, but the results were inconclusive and the paper privileged one
hypothesis without discussing the others. The 'different brains' hypotheses face an uphill struggle
because it takes an awful lot of evidence to prove that something is genuinely universal, but much
less evidence to prove that it isn't. They are weakened by the evidence in Henrich et al. which
suggests that gender differences in spatial reasoning are not universal. The evolutionary
hypothesis has some further problems. Nobody really knows how palaeolithic huntergatherers
divided labour because the surviving evidence (mostly stone tools and fossilized bones) can't tell
us. Artists' reconstructions of stoneage huntergatherers often show men hunting and women
cooking, but this comes from unquestioned gender assumptions, not from empirical evidence. In
any case, gender division of labour is the tyranny of averages. It takes a cultural belief to get from a
description of the abilities of a hypothetical average group member to a prescription for how all
group members should act. Therefore the evolution of different brains ultimately rests on a socio
cultural cause. This might not be a problem for pure science, but it undermines the ideological
(mis)use of evolution to prove that gender roles are fixed and natural. The prenatal hormones
hypothesis is not as improbable as the evolutionary hypothesis but is suspiciously similar to the
stereotype that gay men are effeminate. Both hypotheses would be further weakened by evidence
that gender differences in spatial reasoning are not fixed. If mental abilities were proved to change
faster than evolution or prenatal hormones could allow, that would provide strong support for
sociocultural factors. In fact there are experiments which show just this, but they are much less
likely to be reported in the British press.



Can you guess the gender of the person firing this
gun? (Screenshot from Nexuiz, released under
GPL).

Jennie Rigg's other argument against the Wolf story, which I decided to save for later, was that
'There is research shown that both men and women will play up to stereotype when under scrutiny'.
This effect, technically known as stereotype threat, was discovered by Claude Steele in the
1990s.22 Negative stereotypes about a group can affect the performance of members of that group.
The more aware they are of the stereotype, and the more they identify with the group, the
more powerful the effect becomes. Women and
black Americans can be made to perform worse at
maths tests by being told that they are worse at
maths just before the test! Although privileged
groups are less likely to be negatively stereotyped,
Steele found that even white men can be made
worse at maths if they're reminded of the
stereotype that Asians are good at maths. An
experiment by Spencer and Steele showed not
only that gender differences in maths tests are
caused by stereotype threat, but also that they can
be prevented by removing stereotype threat.23
Women who were told that the first part of a test
showed gender differences performed worse than
men on the second part, but in a group which was
told that there were no apparent gender
differences, women performed as well as men. The experiments on stereotype threat show that
cultural factors can have a very strong and very changeable effect on an individual's mental
abilities. Experiments involving maths tests are all the more relevant because advanced maths and
spatial reasoning abilities seem to be closely linked.
Mental abilities can quickly go down because of external factors, but they can also go up. In 2007,
Jing Feng et al. got groups of men and women to do a spatial attention test, and found that on
average the men did significantly better than the women.24 But they didn't just leave it at that and
send a press release to The Daily Mail. After the test they got the participants (who were selected
because they reported little previous gaming experience) to play computer games for 10 hours over
four weeks. One group played the 3D first person shooter Medal of Honor: Pacific Assault and
another played 3D puzzle game Ballance. The Ballance group showed no difference after the
experiment, but in the Medal of Honor group men and women both showed improved spatial
awareness, and the gender difference was no longer statistically significant. This improvement was
still there after five months. Feng's experiment provides very strong support for the sociocultural
hypothesis. Some tasks improve spatial reasoning ability much more than others, and even a little
practice can have longterm benefits. It just happens that first person shooters are very
22 C. M. Steele, 'A threat in the air: How stereotypes shape intellectual identity and performance', American

Psychologist, 52 (1997); C.M. Steele, 'Thin ice: "Stereotype threat" and Black college students', Atlantic
Monthly, (August 1999); These and other papers on stereotype threat are summarized at
http://scienceblogs.com/mixingmemory/2006/10/gender_math_stereotype_threat_and_testosterone.php

23 Jing Feng et al., 'Playing an action video game reduces gender differences in spatial cognition', Psychological
Science, 18:10 (2007); Discussed at

http://scienceblogs.com/mixingmemory/2007/10/women_in_math_science_and_engi_1.php



stereotypically masculine. There is strong social pressure for boys and men to play them and for
girls and women not to play them. Despite (or perhaps because of) the radical implications of
Feng's experiment, it was apparently not reported by British newspapers. It's not surprising that it
was absent from the rightwing tabloids as it conflicts with two of their standard stories: 'science
proves that women are worse than men' and 'evil computer games are corrupting our children'.
Even The Guardian seems to have ignored it. The Telegraph did report a similar experiment by
Haier and Jung which showed that after a group of teenage girls played Tetris for an average of 1.5
hours per week over three months, brain imaging detected thickening of the cortex.25 Rather than
being permanently fixed by biology, the structure of the brain can change fairly quickly in response
to external factors.
The studies of the effects of stereotype threat and gaming are subject to the usual caveats about
small WEIRD samples, but these are much less problematic for sociocultural explanations than for
the different brains hypotheses. If you're not trying to prove that something is universal then sample
bias isn't necessarily a fatal weakness. The evolutionary and prenatal hormone explanations are
seriously weakened by evidence that sociocultural factors can cause rapid changes in the mental
abilities of anyone at all. These experiments show that a sociocultural explanation must be at least
partly true. In my opinion sociocultural factors would be a sufficient cause for whatever gender
differences in mental abilities can be proved to exist. That doesn't mean that biology can be
completely rejected. At the very least, evolution must have selected for brains that can adapt to
circumstances, and set the limits of how far they can change. The actual scientific theory of
evolution is all about changing and adapting, not about staying the same forever. Whether prenatal
hormones influence brain structure doesn't seem to have been strongly proved or disproved, but
they clearly don't fix things permanently. Rahman (2008) cited studies which found that altering
hormone levels in rats affected their navigation abilities: castrated males did worse and females
given testosterone performed better. But in these experiments, castration and hormone treatment
were carried out just after they were born.26 Whatever differences in mental abilities develop before
birth can be reversed after birth.
The knowledge that gender differences in average spatial reasoning and maths abilities are not
fixed or universal should be liberating, but it leads to a very disturbing conclusion: patriarchy is
causing women to be worse on average than men at some things, and is preventing this from
changing even though science proves that it could change very easily. The different brains
hypotheses serve the ideological purpose of preventing change and equality. They are not just bad
science in the sense of being technically wrong: they have bad effects on people's lives. This is not
just because they perpetuate stereotypes which feed into stereotype threat. Experiments have
24 Jing Feng et al., 'Playing an action video game reduces gender differences in spatial cognition', Psychological

Science, 18:10 (2007); Discussed at
http://scienceblogs.com/mixingmemory/2007/10/women_in_math_science_and_engi_1.php

25 Richard Haier, Rex Jung et al., 'MRI assessment of cortical thickness and functional activity changes in
adolescent girls following three months of practice on a visual-spatial task', BMC Research Notes, 2:1 (2009);
'Tetris “could boost brain power”', The Daily Telegraph, 2 September 2009.

26 Christina L. Williams et al., 'Organizational effects of early gonadal secretions on sexual differentiation in
spatial memory', Behavioral Neuroscience, 104:1 (1990); Robin L. Roof, 'Neonatal exogenous testosterone
modifies sex difference in radial arm and Morris water maze performance in prepubescent and adult rats',
Behavioural Brain Research, 53 (February 1993).



shown some more specific ways that these myths cause damage. In 2006, Brown and Josephs got
two groups of women to take a maths test.27 One group was told that the test was to see whether
they were weak at maths, and the other was told that it was to see whether they were strong. The
'weak' group performed worse than the 'strong' group. Therefore when newspaper reports use
negative language like 'bad', 'worse', 'weakness', 'poor' etc they are very likely to trigger stereotype
threat. In another experiment, DarNimrod and Heine primed four groups of women in different
ways:
1 Primed to eliminate stereotype threat by being told that there are no gender differences in

maths ability
2 Primed for normal stereotype threat by being told that women are worse at maths but

without suggesting any cause
3 Told that women are worse at maths and that the causes are genetic
4 Told that women are worse at maths and that the causes are not genetic but based on

experience
Groups 1 and 4 performed the same as each other and better than groups 2 and 3.28 This shows
that while a different brains hypothesis reinforces stereotype threat, believing that ability can
change is enough to overcome the negative effects of being told that you are worse at something.
Therefore the biases in reporting are likely to have negative effects. Scientists who favoured the
evolutionary or prenatal hormones hypothesis tended to favour it very strongly, and these
explanations were much more likely to be emphasised in the newspapers. Scientists who
mentioned sociocultural explanations tended to be more equivocal about causation, and these
explanations got much less press attention. Although The Daily Mail published the unusually
positive quote from Elizabeth Maylor that 'We still don't know why there is this gender difference
and if we did we would be able to suggest ways to change it', this was undermined by her blatantly
wrong statement that 'You can't do anything about what gender you are'.
The Guardian is not entirely innocent. In 2003 they published a column by Simon BaronCohen
which strongly pushed the evolutionary hypothesis.29 Allan and Barbara Pease have published a
whole range of 'selfhelp' books which treat crude gender stereotypes and different brains
hypotheses as undisputed facts.30 Rather than helping anyone, these books are likely to make
things worse.
Bad scientists and lazy journalists are helping to cause the very effects they claim to be neutrally
reporting. The effects of gender stereotypes help to reinforce false claims that gender differences
are fixed and natural. If most people believe this, it might as well be true. This is what Jane Austen
was getting at in Pride and Prejudice:

27 R.B. Brown and R.A. Josephs, 'A burden of proof: Stereotype relevance and gender differences in math
performance', Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 76:2 (1999).

28 Ilan Dar-Nimord and Steven J. Heine, 'Exposure to Scientific Theories Affects Women's Math Performance',
Science, 314:5798 (20 October 2006).

29 Simon Baron-Cohen, 'They just can't help it', The Guardian, 17 April 2003.
30 For example, Allan and Barbara Pease, Why Men Don't Listen and Women Can't Read Maps, (London, Orion,

2001).



It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of
a good fortune, must be in want of a wife. However little known the

feelings or views of such a man may be on his first entering a
neighbourhood, this truth is so well fixed in the minds of the surrounding
families, that he is considered the rightful property of some one or other

of their daughters
Austen undermined the idea of truth by suggesting that a false belief could become The Truth if
enough people unquestioningly believed it. What I'm suggesting is even worse: power structures and
ideologies don't just enforce false beliefs, they affect reality enough to change the empirical facts.
There are some even more obvious examples of how gender stereotypes change physical reality.
When the dominant culture says that the ideal woman has big breasts, some women get breast
implants, and the ideal becomes more real. In Marxist terms this is a kind of reification: making the
immaterial into the material.31 Gender ideology is a lie that makes itself true.
31 Gabriel Egan, Green Shakespeare: From Ecopolitics to Ecocriticism, (London, Routledge, 2006), p. 49.

OM: But I don't have a moustache!
RAS: You don't have a head
OM: That's true, but hardly germane
RAS: Or indeed any physical body at all. You don't even have a philtrum, so why are you worried?
OM: Don't touch me! Don't question me! Don't speak to me! Stay with me!
RAS: DId I ever leave you?
OM: Yes! For billions of years!
RAS: It wasn't billions
OM: All right, I might be exaggerating. But it was definitely more than five
RAS: Let's go
OM: We can't
RAS: Why not?
OM: We'll miss him. And maybe the music will start up again.
RAS: Well I'm going for a walk. My old bones are aching



PREHISTORIC ANIMALS THAT SOUND
LIKE ROCK BANDS

by Debi Linton
line art by Wesley Osam, colour art by Gina Allnatt

A few months ago, the organiser of UCL's Bright Club contacted me with the hope I might be able to talk at
the club's metal night. The reasoning was simple: I am a dinosaur palaeontologist and dinosaurs are fucking
metal. This at least saved me from boring everyone with radiometric dating, although I couldn't resist pointing
out that geology rocks.
The metal cred of palaeontology is uncontroversial, but I still feel underexploited. The field of palaeontology
remains one that's just asking to be mined (last geology/metal pun, I promise) for anyone looking for a band
name.
I'm not just talking Deinonychus and Mastodon here – I'm making no judgements about the music produced
by those bands, but the names are awful, seriously. Mastodon was an elephant. Not even a cool elephant like a
woolly mammoth, just an elephantlike elephant with a name that means 'nipple teeth'. Theropods like
Deinonychus are the Beatles of the dinosaur world: everyone goes on about how great they were, and yes,
they led directly to the entirety of today's dinosaur fauna (i.e. birds), but I think they're stupidly overhyped, I
don't want to talk about them and if you tell me they're the best that ever existed I'll thump you in the face.
(And yet I'm still friends with Andrew. Go figure)
Seriously, though, if you're going to name your band after a dinosaur – and you should name your band after a
dinosaur – then you should go for something like Animantarx.
Animantarx is a nodosaur: a type of ankylosaur. It
would be a cliché to describe the ankylosaurs as
dinosaur tank, if it wasn't so completely apt a
description. Ankylosaurian bodies were covered,
almost completely, in massive bony plates that acted
as armour, giving them an awesome1 appearance that
led the palaeontologist Richard Swann Lull to
describe them in 1914 as “an animated citadel, these
animals must have been practically unassailable...”
and it's this description that gives Animantarx its
name, from 'animus' (living) and 'arx' (fortress)
Another thing that makes Animantarx so cool is that it's radioactive. Well, its fossils are, anyway. It was found
in the Eastern region of Utah, in rocks of the Cedar Mountain formation that are about 100 million years old
(give or take a few million). The nature of the fossilisation process in this region left some fossils slightly
radioactive, and Animantarx was actually discovered during a radiological survey of the area; making it to
date the only dinosaur ever to be discovered before any bones were exposed at the rock surface.

1 I stand by that word choice. If you are not struck with awe at the sight of an animal absolutely covered in thick plates made
from solid bone, then you are horribly jaded and need to remind yourself that nature is fucking great.



If Animantarx isn't old or spiny enough for you, then how about
Hoplolichas? Alright, the name isn't up to much, but the animal itself is
metal enough to carry it by itself. Trilobites like this animal are one of the
most common fossils in the world, having dominated the seas during the
Palaeozoic – that's between 540 and 250 million years ago, which is a long
time even by palaeontological standards. During that time, trilobite taxa
came and went – it's a long time and trilobites were really diverse, so if you
don't like Hoplolichas, try searching out other Trilobite names for your
band. They look (and probably lived) a lot like marine woodlice, but they're
no closer related to woodlice and other crustaceans than they are to spiders
or insects or any arthropod.
Hoplolichas lived about 465 million years ago, as part of a wider family of
trilobites that were covered in similar spines; these spines appear in

the fossil record at around the same time that we start to see jaws and teeth in fish, so it's very possible that
we're seeing an early form of defensive structure. It's also possible, of course, that the spines are a result of
sexual selection, and it's hard to imagine what could be sexier than a potential mate covered in stabby pointy
things.
Being marine animals and possessing a full body exoskeleton meant that trilobites were prime targets for
fossilisation, and sometimes they are found in situations that are accurately referred to as 'damn cool'. I'll
admit, the reason I chose Hoplolichas was because of a particular specimen that had been killed and then
covered incredibly quickly, leaving it preserved in what's probably a life pose; bent over an uplift in the
sediment as it crawled along, with its headshield curled down so spines jutted straight up. That trilobite is
throwing the horns, I thought, and it instantly became a contender for the metal band name.

Talking of being caught in the act, though – Bangiomorpha is an
algae found in rocks dated to 1.2 billion years ago – we tend to use
the American 'billion' rather than British, so that's 1200 million. It's
not just the oldest eurkaryote – an organism whose cells possess
complex structures like a nucleus – but the preservation of this fossil
is so superb that it can be seen to show the formation of gametes and
spores; part of the algal lifestyle that means this fossil is the first
recorded act of sex in the fossil record. It's important to know these
things.
“Bangiomorpha” as a name actually means an organism that looks
like its modern relative Bangia, but I think it's fair to say that
Nicholas Butterfield, who gave it the full binomial Bangiomorpha
pubescens, knew what he was doing. As did Marc Jones, who
described and named the next organism.



Beelzebufo is a hard genus name for me to type,
because I want to stick an apostrophe in it. And in
the fictional band named for this frog, I insist it be
spelled Be'elzebufo. A close relative of modern
horned toads, this giant lived in the Cretaceous (70
million years ago) in Madagascar, and is estimated
to have been about 40cm long, weighing in at 4kg;
the size of a squashed beach ball. Being so similar
to a horned toad, it's not a stretch to imagine it
employing the same aggressive ambush hunting
tactics of these animals, and being so flipping
gigantic, I would be surprised if it didn't swallow
the odd dinosaur – which came in extra small as
well as XXL – an animal that size with the kind of
whopping mouth horned toads have, was probably eating anything it liked.
The name Beelzebufo is a combination of 'Be'elzebub' and 'bufo', the latter of which is simply Latin for frog,
and the former referencing the devil. So when the animal was described, the press liked to call it 'Devil Frog'
and 'Frog from Hell' and other such monikers. Which are cool and all, but I always felt like they missed the
best option. Be'elzebub, is of course, a name for a devil, but it literally means 'Lord of the Flies', from the
Hebrew 'Ba'al' – Lord and 'Zebub' – a collective noun for flies. 'Be'elzebufo', therefore, literally means 'Lord
of the Frogs', a much cooler sounding phrase to my ears and something I think would make a pretty good
band name even in English. That or use it for your first album.

The last suggestion I have harks back to my own particular
interest; dinosaurs, which I already think I've established as
being metal in their own right, and therefore fully deserving
of forty percent of my nominations. It's not a genus name
itself, this time, but an anatomical term.
Stegosaurs are some of the most well known dinosaurs, and
for good reason because they're great. They're the sister
group to the ankylosaurs (that include Animantarx) and like
those animals they carried a good amount of armour, in the
form of vertical plates running along their backs and spines
on their tail.For a long time, palaeontologists referred to this latter structure as just “tail spikes” until someone recalled a

classic piece of literature by that renowned scientific commentator Gary Larson.
Picture the scene if you will – because we're not able to reproduce it here – a man clad in big cat fur stands at
the mouth of a cave, in front of a crowd of rapt listeners who are similarly clad. By the speaker stands a fold
out display which he is evidently using as a visual aid to a lecture, for on the display is a picture of the
aforementioned rear end of a stegosaur, to which he is pointing with a stick.
“Now this end,” our caveman lecturer is saying, “is called the thagomizer... After the late Thag Simmons.”
Never let it be said that palaeontologists aren't insufferable geeks. I am one, after all, so take it from me. I
think that thagomizer is a fantastic word, and though no hominid as yet to be actually killed by one (I've cut it



close with some Iguanodon skeletons in my time). It is common to find on the spikes evidence of the
kind physical trauma that comes from repeatedly being bashed against things, the things almost
certainly being other animals. Maybe other stegosaurs, maybe predators – I'm skeptical of reports of
thagomizer shaped holes in Allosaurus vertebrae, but it is hihgly likely that the Thagomizer was being
used offensively.
So there you have it – tail spikes that dinosaurs were using to fight other dinosaurs with, and that's a
pretty good basis for a band name in my book. When I gave up a career in heavy metal to become a
scientist, I forfeited the chance to be in a band called thagomizer, but if you're starting up a band and
you're looking for a name, remember:
I thought of the name, so I want royalties.

Enter the Master, capering and dancing
Mas: Given that the sound is the biology  the paleontology in fact, for paleontology is, as we
know, all about digging rocks, then, a fortiori quaequam blog, the sound must be matter  for, pace
Bishop Berkeley, we have to assume that all things that are, are matter, as otherwise we are led
into the realms of illogic  then, as Einstein himself said (and he should know, being both biological
and mineral (being either a rock or a glass)) the matter is energy  and if all energy can be
converted but never destroyed, then the energy is light; but the sound and the rock are both heavy,
so we have a contradiction, or so it would appear de jure if not indeed de jeuner if not indeed de
niro if not indeed de lasoul but what indeed of the soul in this picture? Is there a picture, or is this
pure text? But is not a picture itself a thousand words, though a kilobyte be a small image indeed, I
resume smiley similes and gender agendas and clangs and rattles and how can we know what we
do not know if a man is the sum of his memories then ipso facto he is the sum of the lies he has
been told, the bigotries he has overheard, in short all the things he defines himself against are
precisely those things which he is and in the darkness there is maybe light but the light itself is just
more darkness and do not pity poor Thag for even though he never existed and even his
nonexistence was only in death yet he is more real than I who caper, dance and sway on the page
for he will survive when all of us are dead, as does the stegosaur which killed him and though it lies
in the earth abode of stones alas alas it still has more essence  for essence is perception, and it
has been perceived  than you or I or any of the other worms who can neither see nor hear nor
understand the world and its light and its sound and its smells and its deaths o god o woe o me



I AM CALLING YOU
by Bill Ritchie

Can you hear me?
Welcome, gentle readers, to a combination pet
peeve, hobby horse, and stump speech of
mine...one I never get tired of giving, riding, and
peeving at. Get comfortable; we may be here
for a while.
Okay?
Okay, then.
To begin somewhere near the middle, there's a
scene in Susanna Clarke's marvellous Jonathan
Strange & Mr. Norrell (mild spoilers just here, by
the way) that sees Mr. Norrell travelling through
the English countryside in a coach, slightly
pressed to bar the return to England of his
opposite number Jonathan Strange, who has
lately learned to travel through mirrors. Mr.
Norrell looks out the window of the coach, at the
rugged English countryside rich with rain, and in
a moment he quails, observing the landscape
practically all mirror: light reflecting from
everywhere, from a million puddles and pools,
and in that moment like a world full of nothing
but windows and doors, all opened onto one
another, endless congress of illuminated
surfaces, rolling (if I may) in a fine frenzy
between heaven and earth. The natural state of
the English countryside, the natural state of the
English soul: he cannot keep the other out. He
cannot block the avenues of magical travel.
Because magic is everywhere. Magic is simply
falling out of the sky at every instant.
"I reached out my hand," the voice of a
mysterious prophecy repeats throughout the
book. "England's rivers turned and flowed the
other way."
"The nameless slave will be a king with a silver
crown."

Stirring words. Portentous words. Words
pregnant with a meaning so close to being
revealed that it can almost be seen all around, in
everything, even before its arrival.
"Mason on Bond: every scene's a sex scene..."
...
...As we turn to neurology, if you'll pardon a turn so
abrupt. Not that you have to have anything
neurologically weird about you to feel the
wonderful pregnancy of the landscape of doors in
that passage, or the power of the statement of
identity the Nameless Slave makes...except, well,
maybe you do, and maybe you have, eh? Human
beings are very funny creatures, constantly
transiting altered states of consciousness...do
dogs and cats do this, I wonder? Probably not:
it's hard to see how they could function in the
neverending rain of mood that falls on the human
mind out of noplaceinparticular each day.
Emotions, sure; every mammal needs emotions,
one supposes. Even: souls?
Well, I'm not averse to the suggestion. I mean, I
don't know what a soul is, but I guess I have one
or there wouldn't be a need for me to know the
word. And who am I to deny my furry friends the
same thing, then? We have a word for it; I use
words; screw it, soul all around, on me, okay?
And done, and done.
Mood, though. I don't know about that. So much
of mood is intellectuallybased recognition: you
look at the sky and feel yourself a speck of noise
in an unimaginably wide silence. A loved one dies,
and you feel the egoshield you've kept in front of
your eyes all your life lower, and suddenly you see
over it, suddenly you see right past and through
the identities of things, into...



Into?
Yes, into. You don't have to do a bunch of acid
(though I hear that helps); you may be doing
nothing more interesting than sitting in your
chair. It doesn't have to be traumatic. Just:
suddenly a big cosmic switch somewhere goes
on, or off  suddenly you feel embedded in a
medium of pure intimation. You stretch the
fingers of your hand, wriggle them. It's like
sitting on the beach, in the water. You pick up a
stone, suddenly moved. Why? You drop the
stone again. Why? You look up at the clouds,
you look down at the blades of grass beneath
your sandaled feet, you look at the horizon.
Why?
All around you, a million doors and windows
open onto one another, with you in the middle...
...Or am I really that peculiar, Bloggers? Well, I
don't think I am, obviously; but if I were to
believe brainstate researchers who make deja
vu and synaesthesia their bread and butter, I
might well start to believe I was a very, very
curious sort of cat indeed.
This happens every year, has done so for about
a decade: nonsensical studies of synaesthesia
hit the papers with stunningly unscientific
conclusions about the "specialness" of the
synaesthetic brain (the last one even going so
far as to say that a synaesthetic who perceives
the number "5" as red can pick out all the 5s
from a large grid of numerals at a glance,
because of their colour!), all wrong, because all
essentially claiming that "synaesthesia" is a
synonym for "magic powers".
I mean, we all know that the synaesthetic has to
see the 5s before he can think of them as red,
don't we? They can't simply exude redness, can
they?
They don't actually look red, for heaven's
sake...!

See, I'm a bit of a synaesthetic myself (just like you
are...but we'll get to that in a minute), and it's
routine for me to imbue numbers with colour and
temperature and personality in a consistent way,
so I can tell you that as fun as it is (and it is!), it's
not bloody magic.
Umm...well, not exactly, anyway...except that...you
know...
Oh, damn it! Never mind, we'll get back to that
later, too!
You see, this is how I think it works: when
confronted with an unusually enormous amount of
information to sift for important meanings, the
analytic faculties of the human brain start spitting
out their results in a more highlevel language than
usual  we say something "feels" wrong, "smells"
funny, we think we see things, we think we hear
things. But those things aren't really there: what
we think we feel, smell, see, hear, is just the brain
crunching some unusually big numbers for us, and
reducing a toomultifarious input stream to a
sensory impression instead of merely to a long,
long list of data that we have to consciously pick
through. The senses are extraordinarily fat pipes,
after all: hey, do you know how much data the
visual cortex processes in a given second, to
create the subjective impression we call sight?
The exact number, for your information, is a lot.
So if stressed by very very large numbers of
sensory bitstreams that need to be sorted through,
would it really be so surprising for the brain to
apply that extra processing power, and manage a
stream by crafting special sets of qualia to
represent the data in it?
It is through just such a process, I believe, that
musicians create their performances: not
robotically selecting the specified notes, but
instead becoming sensually involved in the music
that they represent.
It is through just such a process that we can
appreciate that difference, sitting in the concert
hall.



The nameless slave will be a king in a strange
country.
Brother, he sure will, let me tell ya. What is
music, after all? Does anybody know why it
exists, why we respond to it? Is it all in our
heads, or is it universal?
Maybe there's no difference between the two: I
asked a musician friend of mine once, "do you
think birds know that their song is sweet?"
He laughed at me. "Of course they do, what
d'you think? Don't you believe in mathematics?"
I still can't decide if that makes perfect sense, or
not.
Maybe one day...
Regardless, I do know that sometimes one can
reach an altered brainstate in which everything
becomes, for want of a better term, "musical".
You might call it Enlightenment; you might call it
being very very high on LSD (is it possible that
the effect of acid is simply to turn that sensory
making faculty on, turn it up to eleven, and then
break off the dial? Are glowing oranges and
streamers merely the brain's attempt to make
special sets of extreme numbercrunching
qualia out of uncomplicated datastreams?). You
might even call it "what the hell was that?", but I
believe it's happened to all of us at one point or
another.
I believe it is happening to us, all the time, and
we just don't notice it. Well, I do, for some
reason. But anyone could, really. There's
nothing so special about me, you know. You
could do it too, whenever you wanted.
Just like...
Quick: who's a shiftier character, the Jack of
Spades or the Jack of Hearts?

Is nine the snootiest number?
Is cool jazz really cool?
What colour is your dog's name?
Now, to live in the world where all these questions
have answers, all the time, would probably be
intolerable. Or, would it? ("Does a dog have
Buddhanature?" asks the old Zen koan. "Be
careful: if you answer yes or no, you lose your
own Buddhanature...") I don't think it'd be too
controversial to assert that anyone reading this
'zine has a betterthaneven chance of spending
most of their day immersed in the virtual, dealing
with almost exclusively abstract and immaterial
concerns throughout their working week...a
telephonic and cybernetic world, at least, in which
letting this kind of thing run away with you would
mean simply drifting up and away from your
phone and keyboard, and out into the night sky.
Into chaos: what did I say to my supplier, there?
Christ, I can't remember. Oh my God, I think I
entered all the fours as sevens on the
spreadsheet, what was I thinking. Holy shit, I'm
going to lose my job. Well, that's why we strive to
get away, though, isn't it? That's why we need
holidays. To be stuck on a shore somewhere,
picking up a rock or putting it down, for no
reason...to dive into the water, to plunge into the
water, to break the surface of the water, to dive,
break, plunge...
To be immersed, naturally. But, in what's real
rather than what's false, for a change. Because
reality is far more textured, far more nuanced.
Reality gives back; reality's quite allenfolding,
really, once you get out into it. It fits right around
you in every direction, just as if you were a key,
and it were a lock. You can't get lost.
I reached out my hand...
Are synaesthetics special? I would say: special,
but not extraspecial. Because one person is not
more special than another, you see? For the life of
me, I can't understand how the hell brainstate



researchers can be a) so damned overliteral,
while at the same time being b) not nearly literal
enough. Heck, you should hear what they've
got to say about deja vu! I swear, if I didn't
know it was impossible, I would almost say that
none of them had ever experienced deja vu
before: that's how divorced from the actual
experience their research is. It's actually
shocking. It's infuriating. Damn it, it's
something on the order of a theft, is what it is:
how can they walk into this room full of open
doors and pregnancy, and declare it empty and
absent, and needing to be filled? It doesn't
need to be magic, even if it may be; but the
kind of magic they're looking for is like
neurophysiological cold fusion, too easy to be
interesting. It's skepticism gone stupid: "let's
prove or disprove this metaphorical thing once
and for all, by seeing if it exhibits a mass
defect." The effort is on a par with celebrity
ghosthunting. Did Coolio see a ghost, viewers,
or was it merely some sort of illusion?
Remember, keeping an open mind is the most
important thing, here: only by keeping an open
mind about THE EXISTENCE OF GHOSTS (!)
can we hope to once and for all disprove the
existence of ghosts...!
Only, you know: with Coolio.
It's like me wanting to prove or disprove the
existence of Captain Nemo by hiring Robert
Redford to dig up Jules Verne's grave, for God's
sake.
What's gone wrong with those brainstate
researchers? Some of them  and I am not
kidding  wonder if deja vu is truly paranormal
prolepsis, some kind of "psychic phenomena".
What is the point of that? What do they expect
to find? That it's  God help us  true?
"Could these randomlyscattered rocks once
have been the landingstrip for ancient
astronauts?"

No, they're all wrong, and I'm right, and here is
what's important, damn it:
The creative impulse isn't a secret, it isn't a
mystery, and it isn't magic. Not the Uri Geller kind,
anyway: not spoonbending. It is the kind of
magic that would still be much more important than
spoonbending, even if spoonbending weren't
fake; it's the magic of William Blake and William
James, of Daizen T. Suzuki and Martin Buber, even
of our old friends Alan Moore and Grant Morrison.
They would all tell you, too, that it's real...but,
there's real, and there's real. The numeral "5" on
the screen here is not really red  not really.
However, inside my head, the number five is.
It is red!
And that's a good place to start. Deja vu isn't
straightup second sight, either...but deja vu means
a lot to us simple regular human beings, even so.
Just as the synaesthesia, it isn't an instrumentality;
that's not its value, in fact getting that value instead
would be a rather poor tradeoff, for what it is.
Because it isn't telling what's going to happen
that's important, but it's telling what is happening
that is absolutely paramount. All around us, all
about us, is the sea of intimation, the pregnancy of
the present moment. The doors are all open, and
the windows too, and through them blows a
breeze, and I am calling you, reader; can you hear
me?
Can you hear that music?
I went swimming in the pouring rain, last summer.
Puddles forming on the rocky beach, water
dribbling off the moss on the bluffs, raindrops
falling into seawater, generally making a simmering
mess of the boundary between ocean and sky.
Grey, green, green, grey, grey...everything melting
together all at once, everything talking to
everything else, everything participating in
everything, everything like a great big party for
somebody or other who was yet to arrive.
Shhh...shhh, he's coming...!



And then I sort of, you know...reached out my hand.
England's rivers turned and flowed the other way.
Highly recommended, I must say. So don't let 'em tell you that you have to be their precious special,
to do it. Magic  our kind of magic, not theirs  is simply falling out of the sky at every instant. You
just have to upend your hat; it falls right in there.

RAS: Shouldn't we be doing something constructive?
OM: I find being constructive overrated. Destruction is far more interesting
RAS: Well, that's always been the balance hasn't it? I set them up, you knock them down...
OM: So what does he do?
RAS: He plagiarises
OM: Plagiarises?
RAS: And parodies, pastiches and imitates. He says he makes something new out of the broken

bits, but I think he's showing a great lack of imagination.
OM: A paucity of artistry
RAS: A deficiency of ingenuity
OM: In a word... where's my thesaurus?
RAS: I think you left it in the black hole
OM: Bum.
RAS: But the point is, we have the capacity, the capability, the competency, to create
OM: And the dilligence and the decency to destroy
RAS: Indeed. Whereas what does he do? Recycle...



THE REAL SHARE DRIVE: (FILESHARING,
ONLINE COMMONS AND THE

REDISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH)
Gavin Burrows

i) Downloading Communism?
“Everyone’s stealing from someone,
Burglars get burgled as well”
 Chumbawamba, Nothing That’s New
You know those ads the Federation Against Copyright Theft
insist on sticking in front of films? The ones which won’t let
you skip them when you’re watching a DVD? Where some
overpaid undertalented celeb such as Sienna Miller damns us
with praise for “supporting the creative industries”? (An
oxymoron if ever there ever was one.) Don’t they just remind
you of that twat from Metallica railing aganinst Napster while
lounging beside his swimming pool? Was there ever anything
more like rubbing your nose in it? Haven’t you often wondered
how many people they drove straight to a torrent site, filled
with the will to spite them?
These ‘creatives’ certainly seem unacquainted with some fairly
elementary facts. On a recent Panorama special, Scouting For Girl’s Roy Stride reiterated an oftrepeated
analogy: “If I was a baker, it’s fair that you should pay me for taking my bread.”Yet this view rests upon the
twee supposition that everyone is a shopkeeper, or at least some kind of sole trader, and noone works in a call
centre. Even the people who do make and pack bread will most likely be employed in a factory, and the bread
won’t be regarded as theirs to start with.
Let’s spell out some of those facts, just in case any celebs are reading. Most people slave hard for scant pay,
the produce of their work is then taken from them and swapped for their survival. If downloading allows us to
get something for free which our parents had to pay for, isn’t that simply to the good? The poster above is a
spoof (though I’ve seen it presented as genuine), but is there a truth lurking beneath the apparent absurdity of
the hammerandsickle shock tactics? Does a spectre haunt the netsphere – the spectre of tens of thousands
downloading communism? Isn’t downloading the erosion of the holy concept of private property,
redistribution of wealth at the click of a mouse?
Filesharing is after all horizontal, peerbased and demonteised. Despite endless slurs to the contrary it has
little in common with buying pirated DVDs, which might undercut copyright holders but are still sold by
businesses for a profit. Filesharing is more an extension of the ageold practise of lending books and music to
friends. Except its technology adds two magic ingredients the early proponents of communism could never
have imagined. Filesharing joins up all geographically separate groups of bookswappers, puts everything into



one common pot and simply says “help yourself.”And more, this is a magic pot, which as many can take from
as feel like it, yet your original will every time be replenished. Filesharing is the drive to share resplendant,
stripped of all physical limitations. Against all this, isn’t copyright merely a form of censorship, of enclosure,
blocking the dissemination of knowledge and ideas?
ii) Everything Is Free Now?
“Someone hit the big score.
They figured it out,
That we're gonna do it anyway,
Even if doesn't pay.”
 Gillian Welch, Everything Is Free
So far, so good. But is it sufficient to simply oppose corporate propaganda, stating its reverse like a reflecting
mirror? Is the truth of the matter actually so simple?
It doesn’t matter that most downloaders couldn’t quote Proudhon’s maxim on property or recite Marx’s theory
of value, for people can sometimes instinctively grasp notions without being able to articulate them. But this
isn’t one of those times. There’s little reason to suppose that people download out of even a nascent collective
impulse.
The drive to download comes out of a combination of cheapness and convenience, allied to a fuzzy
association of illegality with difficulty. Tax evasion involves pushing your money around in difficulttofollow
trails, shoplifting involves dodging store detectives with a tin of stewing steak stuffed down your pants.
Copyright violation, conversely, involves pressing ‘Save’. Type some commonlyused keywords into Google
and it even helpfully suggests ‘torrent’ as an appendage. It’s in the same category as speeding, doubleparking
or letting your dog crap in the park. Crimeondemand just doesn’t compute. “Its just there, isn’t it?” shrugged
a teen on the same Panorama, asked to justify his downloading habits.
Moreover, people then take those FACT ads at their word and contrast the “creative industries” with their own
working week of drudgery. Aren’t those ‘creatives’ basically playing all day, while the rest of us are forced to
work? Now they expect to be overpaid for it! Yet (as the Gillian Welch quote above astutely notes) aren’t they
really doing something they want to? So to stop paying them is lossless, because they’ll just be compelled to
carry on anyway. We can afford to treat art as a gift from the gifted.
You can see the combination of these two perspectives in the strange argumentative contortions people resort
to. People will argue it’s their ‘right’ to take music or movies for free, yet few of those people would make the
same claim of the electricity required to watch those movies. Hotwiring the leccy risks being blown across
the room, and besides we all know noone produces it for fun. (There’s a similar schism between possessing
software and hardware.)
And of course such a skewed perspective underestimates the amount of hard work which underlies
‘creativity’. This is a common supposition. Think of that ridiculous scene in the risible Doors movie, where
the band write two of their main songs in less time than it actually takes to play them! But in actuality art does
not simply appear, like spring flowers. Just because watching a movie or playing a piece of music may be
enjoyable and relaxing doesn’t mean making it was.



But there’s a different skewing which I’m more interested in uncovering. Being patronised and lectured by
vacuous luvvies such as Sienna Miller may well be insulting. But those luvvies are only the apex of a steep
sided pyramid, where most of those astride it are scrabbling not to slip to the bottom. Most actors are out of
work most of the time. Most musicians spend more hours lugging heavy equipment out of vans than accepting
prestigious awards. Most artists (of whatever stripe) either eke out a precarious living from irregular gigs and
commissions, or accept they’ll be turning up perpetually tired to the day job. Gillian Welch might make her
living from music, but I doubt she has a swimming pool the size of Metallica’s. And while the lesserknowns
might be downloaded less, this lack of an income cushion makes them more at its mercy.
Furthermore, the truly poor tend to be the wrong side of the digital divide. Those who might have the most
compelling financial reason to download are effectively prevented from doing so. Download advocates argue
from a position of privilege, demanding ‘rights’whose underpinning is denied to others.
Some net advocates simply dismiss this point. They argue the new means of distribution is a paradigmshifter,
which had introduced the virus of sharing into an otherwise proprietary world. Okay, some may suffer unduly
in the short term, but in the long run the corporations will be overturned and private property put to an end.
Well that’s a lot to claim from a few people swapping MP3s, and frankly there doesn’t seem much evidence of
it happening. While the net might have upped the ante, it has hardly introduced the concept. Music’s been
widely bootlegged since the Sixties and hometaped since the Eighties – all without the world as we know it
coming to an end. And most stuff sold remains precisely that – stuff, physical goods. A fridge or a cooker is
far more fundamental in its use than a film, and the net has made it no easier to get hold of those for nothing.
More broadly, while the net may bring freedoms they tend to be personal not collective ones. While download
enthusiasts might swap files, they largely do this between persons unknown or known only online. Moreover,
the sacrosance of private property is not established in the price it is sold at, but by the way we relate to it.
Free, in fact, is still a price. Goods in a market can be made into giveaways or inducements, but their
exchange value is merely reset to zero – not eliminated. Shops have always given samples or sold loss leaders,
magazines trial offers, bars complementary barsnacks. Some might cheekily abuse this process in their own
interests, but that hardly heralds the end of the world of private property.
And the other side of this equation is the mentality of the downloader. These ceaseless demands for free
entertainment are at root merely consumerist in mindset – an infantile state, in which the consumer imagines
themself at the centre of the word, and free to demand whatever takes their fancy. There’s no intergration with
society, just a feed chute. In short, whatever the paranoid fantasies, you can’t download communism, you can
only create it – the idea’s a nonstarter.
iii) The Art of the Amateur?
“They offered us contracts
We said we don't need 'em
We'll just take our freedom
We will not be bound”
 Hawkwind, Days of the Underground
Others make a more interesting argument – that the net is merely the most obvious indicator of a set of social
trends, about which we can do little so we might as well make the most of it. Gillian Welch’s song, quoted



above, finishes in defiant first person  “I figured it out/ I’m gonna do it anyway/ Even if it doesn’t pay.” But
you hear this argument most commonly from the group least likely to give up the day job – my own chosen
gang, small press comics producers. However steepsided it once was, that pyramid is now being flattened and
might soon start to look more like a level playing field. A combination of the net, scanners and quality
printer/binders will effectively make a much wider array of art available purely on demand. Meanwhile, even
the previously ‘broadcast’media of TV and radio are fragmenting into a proliferation of niche channels.
We may end up back in the era of the gifted amateur, with a whole lot more people choosing to create art but
each with a smaller slice of the pie, and their work mostly transmitted virally from fan to fan. In short, the
small press argue that one day everyone else will be brought down to their level. Rather than fantasise about
one day giving up your day job, gloat when all the pros have to ask for theirs back. (Try to picture Alan Moore
resuming his desk at the Gas Board.)
Some throw their hands up here at a projected loss of quality control. But it doesn’t necessarily mean more
work that is dashed off, or quickhit. Plenty smallpress comics are both longhaul and accomplished already,
such as Paul Rainey’s ‘There’s No Time Like the Present’ or David O’Connell’s ‘Tozo’. After all, many highly
rated artists remained amateur during their day, such as Blake or Van Gogh. Inevitably, however, it will mean
a slowing of production.
But perhaps the weak point of this argument is its apparent boldest stroke – its claims to inevitability. To
describe us as somehow at the mercy of technology is the ultimate in alienated thought; technology is a
human product, and if we don’t like the way we’re going with the technology we have, we should be building
different stuff to take us somewhere else.
iv) Free News is Bad News?
“This paper’s boring, mindless, mean,
Full of pornography – the kind that’s clean”
 John Cooper Clarke, You Never See A Nipple In the Daily Express
And perhaps the most insidious aspect of ‘the cost of free’ comes not from creative content but news. Adverts
have never been absent from papers, but once (at least in their online versions) they become free to access
then the inevitable takes hold – articles become purely bait to lure readers towards the ads. This shifting of
priorities normally leads to a drastic cutting of news staff, exacerbating the tendency to puff pieces or to
simply reformat press releases into ‘news’ stories.
Worse, the balance is not simply reweighed but a distinction eroded. Publishers will become cautious about
carrying material which might upset their allimportant advertisers, either directly or by publishing something
generally contentious. The ultimate (perhaps even inevitable) result of this is that the newspaper itself
becomes a freesheet. Something like the Metro has a cover price of nothing, but still does not manage to
match that price with value. As it has almost no news content, why bother with even the effort to pick it up?
Yet while I dodge the herberts who hand it out, it’s existence sets off an insidious downward spiral which
draws in other news publishers.
Of course there was never a time when journalists were noble knights in fearless pursuit of the truth. When
Ian Tomlinson fell dead at the G20 protests the press mostly uncritically repeated police untruths about the
incident, until an amateur video showed him being assaulted by a cop. Such ‘citizen journalism’ is the result



of new technology, not just making camcorders more affordable but the dissemination of information easier.
Yet this example is itself doubleedged, for it became such a news story after The Guardian uploaded the
video to their website.
Similarly, new technology has extended the reach of political activist infosheets such as SchNews or
Indymedia. These can provide invaluable sources of the sort of information which doesn’t get reported in the
mainstream media, or incubate it prior to such media taking stories up. Yet a case like the Parliamentary
expenses scandal was exposed only after several years campaigning by professional journalist Heather Brooke
(among others). This exposure not only required much time to be invested, but repeated struggling against
legal blocks, obfuscation and delay – a struggle involving a skillset an amateur investigator would be less
likely to possess.
In short, has all this internet malarkey set free everything and everyone? Answer: No. Technology does not
fall from the sky, it is developed in accordance with the wishes of its paymasters. But its implementation
rarely falls in neatly with their plans. What they possess, after all, is cheque books  not perfect powers of
prediction. Moreover, the net is an unusual case – it was incubated in academia and the military, not the world
of commerce. Consequently, it was developed to enhance the free flow of processing power and (slightly
later) information. Paywalls were always an after thought. The result is something like a piece of common
land which was later made into a theme park, whose kiosks had trouble covering the plethora of paths and
tracks which had been allowed to cross it.
In short, the net epitomises changes in technology, which have themselves precipitated changes in social
attitudes, whose effects are as widespread as they are varied. But then that might not have looked so snappy
on the poster...

EIGHT BALL, OFF THE HORN, CORNER
POCKET

Bill Ritchie
...It's an impossible shot!
But: the downloading game. Eh, folks?
It's already on the way out.
Though I suspect no one really sees it; at least,
not in the practical terms of the hereandnow.
Perhaps that's because believing that peerto
peer sharing is the raw Internet channel that
delivers music to people, what people will get up
to "naturally" if their activity's left unregulated, is
such an easy place to stop thinking...and okay,
P2P might've been that if they'd let it be and let it
grow, but they didn't, and so with changing times
come changing ways, and an awareness of what

else is in the quiver, what else can be enough of
an arrow to hit the target. After all, when the
story's all told and done, P2P was only a pre
computerization strategy with a microchip stuck in
it: only twentiethcentury thinking with a bit more
horsepower glued on...
And certainly not what will be. But you can hardly
fault people for missing this, I suppose: not when
even all the fullyaccredited sciencefictional
speculation about what may come along to replace
it seems to stay firmlyrooted  though somewhat
paradoxically so  in a) what's gone before, and b)
what people don't do. Because SF, as I've had
occasion to point out before, is all about the
present  presentday ideas with futuristic



windowdressing, and shiny sexy exclamation
points  but obviously the future itself is more
about different ideas, that actually come in
reasonably familiar packaging, stealthfabric
clad...and no exclamations at all, just one day
the penny drops and we see we're already,
suddenly, unexpectedly living in the future.
Which can be something of a funny business:
two ideas, two methodologies, two imaginations
meet, and one appears to defeat the other, but
then when the victor loses steam and starts
flagging, out from under it comes the defeated
idea again...and we don't understand quite how
it can still be there, carrying us along, but it is.
Of course that's because we are for some
reason conditioned to think in terms of visions
clashing, of standards establishing themselves
after noble Hector is felled by the dart, of choke
points and watersheds where the future is
fought over in single combat by the avatars of
public taste or corporate interest...and things
don't always, don't even usually, work that way:
because every idea of what you could do in the
future is just another colour on the palette,
really. Technologies and attitudes alike, theories
and practises both: we don't diff 'em and drop
'em, we hold 'em and use 'em, and sometimes
though they go subterranean when we're not
actively talking about them all the time, that just
means their use continues free of our nattering
speculation, like water finding its own course,
unguided by any theories less salient than
gravity.
...Which is all, admittedly, just a bit of a coffee
fuelled rant, but oddly enough I do have a point
to make with it. Because I do indeed talk all the
time about how Napster could've been
monetized along the lines of radio  but just
because it wasn't, doesn't mean the "radio
method" is a dead issue. In fact you can see it
easily enough without really even opening your
eyes, you don't even need the Internet and you
don't even need the goddamn radio, to see it:
because the simple fact is, you can go over to
anybody's house and hear the Rolling Stones.
You can go to any bar and hear what's on the

staff's playlists. Waterloo Sunset? California
Stars? My Uzi Weighs A Ton? You've got good
odds wherever you go, and they're getting better
all the time. And on the Internet they aren't even
odds anymore: Gimme A Pig Foot, and a Looney
Tunes Theme, and hold on for Trout Mask Replica
but FIRST...! Our glorious national anthem...!
Yes, and you can even hear such luminous
obscurities as Max Geldray any time you want to,
and you don't have to download a thing, because
it isn't about the free copy anymore, it's about the
free listen...because it's about where the line
between the two breaks down and gets blurred.
Now, computer people actually talk about this all
the time, they imagine boundaries falling to pieces
as "the Cloud" becomes a place where you store
all your stuff, no necessity for machines with
memory because the network is the system...but
really, that's some awfully late90s thinking, isn't
it? And actually it's even worse than that: it's pre
Moore's Law thinking. If you know me, you know I
shudder with disgust every time someone invokes
"Moore's Law" (I shudder the same way whenever
anyone mentions Sturgeon's Law too, by the
way!), but if we're going to apply it we might as
well apply it across the board: and so if I can
store all my shit effortlessly in the walls of my
house and the fobs on my keychain and in my
phone, if all my physical possessions are one day
soon to be themselves worthy of the name
"network", then what on Earth do I need offsite
storage for? When massive personal data
possession becomes cheap as borscht, and even
the shovel in my toolshed picks up a wifi signal
from my dishwasher, do I really need the Cloud to
hold my beer for me while I take a piss? No;
probably not.
So, what will I need it for?
Well, one possible answer is that I'll need it to hold
the keg, instead  to hold all the stuff it frees me
from the necessity of owning. Songs, books,
movies and TV shows: why would I need
replayable copies of these things, when free new
listens and views are continuously available?
When there are no "places" or "things" on the



Internet anyway, only numbers, only signal
traffic, that essentially dwells nowhere...that lives
a thoroughly distributed life in lots of different
boxes and along lots of different cabling
systems, that you are "getting to" all the time
even when you're not using it, like the
overlapping spiderwebs of the telephone
networks, power grids, and water pipes that you
sit at the centre of, that you sleep cradled by,
without ever knowing of them. Places you
already are, because they're not really places at
all; things that are already there, because
there's noplace else for them to be. And that's
not to say I will never pay anyone for the
privilege of seeing or reading or listening to or
indeed owning their works of art ever again 
because I will, but the point is that I don't need to
make complex decisions about where I store
what I've paid for (or made myself, for that
matter) if I can store it anywhere, if I can store
my novel in the lining of my jacket and my
playlists in the soles of my shoes as easily as
storing them in some billionaire's basement.
The Billionaire Basements, on the other hand,
are essential for storing what I don't pay for, that
I don't need to pay for...that I don't want to pay
for. Seriously, is anyone here ever going to pay
to hear "Jumping Jack Flash" again in their
lifetime, if it isn't at a concert? I humbly submit
that the reason no one reading this is ever
gonna pay for that song again, is because no
one reading this will ever need to own that
song...free listens of that song are so common
and ubiquitous it'd almost be worth your money
not to have to get a free listen of it. Which, if you
think about it, is already part of the value of
owning a ton of music anyway: the freedom to
choose to listen to some Song X instead of
some Song Y is maybe not fully appreciated in a
mediapoor environment where the power to
select is coextensive with the power to hear  in
such an environment the negative aspect of
getting free listens over the radio is only that you
can't hear what you want, when you want, and
most times that isn't really a negative anyway 
but in a mediarich environment where the act of
selection is costless, as soon as the fat pipe is

wide open, you can see the limitation of the radio
as a matter of the noise it brings: all the useless
aural experiences you wish you didn't have to deal
with, in order to get to the gems.
And it bears mentioning that this mediarich
environment could as easily be your own living
room, if you've already spent thousands of dollars
acquiring a huge audio library  in other words, it
doesn't have to be the Internet...!
But on the Internet, that same selectionpower can
easily be had without the thousands of dollars
spent, and that's the point here. So:
downloading?
Seriously, who needs it?
...At the risk of going off on far too exhausting a
tangent, I might as well tell you about a thought
that's come to me recently: that the ultimate
mashup media dream of the midtolate twentieth
century was perhaps basically symphonic in
nature. Yes, with your environment handshaking
your information, causing personality that was
already externalized into lists of preferences to
externalize itself yet further: bubbles of personal
mediaspace bursting into a wider, more public
arena, that would then turn to regard or favour the
individual's contribution. MassMind, AllThing,
emergent holistic harmony, a riverbasin of
interlinked communications technology one part
McLuhan, one part deChardin, and one part
Wagner. That, I think, was the wet dream of the
day...but probably it was only ever just a dream,
and no more than a dream: a dream uniquely of
its time, in which massive computational
processes running in the background smoothed
out discordances and produced an illusory
consensus reality sometimes therapeutic and
sometimes addictive. Hey, as clunky a description
as that sounds, I think we could always get our
heads around it, anyway: virtual reality,
cyberspace, edemocracy, the stock market model
of culture...from Norman Spinrad to Max
Headroom right through to Jimmy Wales, we could
believe it was kind of, sort of, where this all might



end up...except that, you know, in the real end
that was all just stuff writers thought was
interesting for a while, and then they didn't. I
mean, don't get me wrong, it's still fun to think
about!
There are still probably lots of stories to be told
about it!
But imagining that it might happenforreal...well,
if we are honest I think we must admit that the
massproduction of frisson seems a rather poor
way to spend a couple hundred billion dollars,
especially when the experience can be had so
much more cheaply. Because as long as people
stay people  that is, as long as they do not
actually BECOME psychocyberspatial avatars
of Odin, Oberon, or the Buddha!  then I think
we can probably agree they will always have
other purposes to turn their technological
powers to, other objectives they wish to pursue
outside the stream of even a perfect simulation.
Losing oneself, finding oneself...it's a mighty
metaphorical matter to be sure, but as with all
such matters I think it must inevitably die on the
vine, because it's impractical to want to pick it;
we have already explored what happens when
you pick it, and that was an entertaining reverie,
but now it's over. Actually it was over a dozen, a
hundred, a thousand iterations ago...!
So, then? Time to get on with it. I always say
that Chesterton got here first, and he did: in my
estimation, his Napoleon Of Notting Hill remains
the cleanest example of the VRComeTrue
networkednightmare world, the wildnanotech
world, the world gone away with the fairies that
we one day wake up to find ourselves living in,
that's ever been crafted. Likewise, his Auberon
Quin's meditation on the modern use of
metaphor is by my reckoning the most relevant
ancestor of the hypnotic millenial despair
William Gibson captured so indelibly in
Neuromancer:
...The sky was the colour of television tuned to a
dead channel/ The wind came 'round the corner,

quick as a cab...
But Chesterton reveals much more by getting it
wrong in his Napoleon, than he does by getting it
right: as he imagines a London of the 1980s that
still runs on hansom cabs and gaslight, all because
(as he tells us) people seem to delight in exploding
the earnest predictions of forwardlooking authors
and thinkers...much preferring to go their own free
way, impenetrably. And so in a way this is like
Chesterton's own cosmological constant, the
greatest blunder of his career  and yet he was
right, too. Wasn't he? Because the earnest vision
of the serious forwardlookers really is for
shit...and in a world where sciencefiction is about
the present and not the future, that even
Chesterton's remarkable prescience does such a
magnificent bellyflop is just one more sign that
there's often more truth in paradoxes than in
predictions. And, you know...even the
cosmological constant is making a comeback,
these days! Oh, how Einstein would've laughed,
and shaken his head!
We should be shaking our heads too, perhaps.
Downloading.
It all comes back to downloading, because that's
what people are talking about. But, are they
talking sensibly about it? When a copy is
acquired, when a copy is passed on, even
(sometimes) when a copy is played...
(Although isn't that somewhat in the nature of a
copy, that it will be played?)
...That's all one sort of thing. But when a copy is
heard...viewed, experienced...
Well, what's meant to happen?
What category of experience is that?
In the stormy skies above us, lawyers and PR men
clash: struck heavily, one falls to the ground, and
the imprint of his body becomes a lake. The
thunderbolts slip from his quiver, and the red earth



convulses, a wave of mud rolling up the mountain, nearly burying our livestock. He shakes his
head, and his hair makes a blue roaring sound; he leaps into the air again, his breastplate bright as
sunrise.
None of it matters. It's all an illusion. It's all a dream. It all happened such a long, long time ago;
it's just not relevant anymore. This is the old way of doing things.
It's so far, now, from our way of doing things. And what are they fighting over? "Jumping Jack
Flash"? "Survivor: Marquesas"? SpiderMan 3? Even if it's The Philadelphia Story, even if it's
Balthazar or Blonde On Blonde...
You know I can stow that stuff in my jacket now, without even having to call it shoplifting.
But I'd actually be happy to let the people in the Cloud hold it for me. If they'd just put down their
thunderbolts.

ALL WORK AND NO PAY MAKES JACK A
DULL BOY

Andrew Hickey
One of the most iniquitous pieces of... I hate to refer
to something so outrageously unjust as a law, but I
suppose that is still the only term for it  one of the
most iniquitous laws relating to 'intellectual property'
is the concept of 'work made for hire'. This rule
essentially says that when a creative person  a
musician, or a writer, or an artist, or a computer
programmer  does their work for a company, that
company owns their work. And more than that 
legally, the person who did the work isn't the creator
of it, but the company is.
Now, as with most intellectual property law, this
started innocently enough  it was meant for things
like brochures, where the author is working to a very
strict definition given them by the company, or
things with multiple different workers. It wouldn't
make sense for each animator to own the copyright
of just those frames of Snow White they drew, let
alone working out what percentage of the copyright
is owned by the inkers and painters. And is there
separate copyright in the background? And do the
'inbetween' images count as derivative works?

No, I can see a case for a limited version of workfor
hire in that kind of situation.
The problem comes when, as they always do, the media
companies extend this. A few years ago, for example,
the RIAA lobbied to get Californian law (the law under
which most recording contracts are signed) changed so
that all recorded sound automatically became workfor
hire. Remember that next time you see them claiming
they act for the benefit of the artists.
And so you get situations like the terrible treatment of
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, the creators of Superman.
DC Comics have spent much of the last fifty years
fighting with all their might against any legal obligation
to give Siegel and Shuster (and, latterly, their heirs)
credit, ownership or money for their creation. They
have 'voluntarily' given them some of these things, but
DC remain the owners and legal 'creators' of Superman,
despite Jerry & Joe having come up with the character
on their own before they'd even heard of National
Publications (the company that later became DC).
And then there's Jack Kirby.



You might not recognise the name Jack Kirby.
Chances are, given our readership, that you do, but
there will still be a reasonable proportion of the
readership of this magazine who have never heard of
him. You've probably heard of some of the comics he
created though.
In the early 1940s, with a writer named Joe Simon,
Kirby created Captain America. In the 1960s,
working with a collaborator (there is some dispute as
to how much this collaborator added, with estimates
ranging from full scripts to tidying up Kirby's
dialogue), Kirby created Iron Man, the Incredible
Hulk, the XMen, the Fantastic Four, the Silver
Surfer, and depending on who you believe had a hand
in SpiderMan, too.
The collaborator's name was Stan Lee. You've
probably heard of him. Stan Lee's uncle owned the
publishing company, and Kirby's didn't.
Even some of Kirby's less successful creations are
still hugely important financially to Marvel and DC
Comics, the two companies for whom he did most of
his work. The Challengers Of The Unknown,
Darkseid, the Eternals... these are still characters
which are literally worth millions.
All this was, supposedly, 'work for hire'. Jack Kirby,
the man who was to comics as Hitchcock was to film
or Louis Armstrong to jazz, a man who was literally
incapable of not creating, a man whose unused
concepts are still being mined by comic companies
nearly twenty years after his death, one of the
twentieth century's most important artists by any
criteria that matter... this man whose every pencil line
was unique and original and identifiable as his work,
this man who remade an art form in his own image...
he apparently was working under close instruction
from a bunch of businessmen who wouldn't know
one end of a pencil from another. Jack Kirby didn't
create Darkseid, that was Warner Brothers. Jack
Kirby didn't create the Hulk, that was the Disney
corporation.
Recently there have been moves by the heirs of
Siegel, Shuster and Kirby to try to reclaim the

copyright on their creations. Now, while one could
argue (and I would) that these characters should not be
in copyright any more, any natural sense of justice
would suggest that if they are in copyright, and if others
are making literally billions of dollars off the creative
work of others, then the heirs should get at least some of
that. You would expect this to be seen as an unequivocal
Good Thing by everyone.
This is, however, not to reckon with the intense, almost
psychopathic, selfabsorption and powerworship of the
average comicbook fan.
One of the reasons I am no longer very involved in the
comics internet is the reaction of people who claim to be
fans of the comic medium to the idea that the heirs of
these men who had created the medium and characters
they profess to love should receive any kind of legacy.
The family of Joe Shuster, who at one point ended up
delivering mail for the company that was built on his
creation, were apparently 'greedy' for daring to think
that they should receive anything for his work. The
Kirby family are apparently 'parasites' rather than, as a
normal human being would suspect, people who Jack
Kirby cared for, worked all his life for, and wished to
provide for.
And the reason for this anger comes from the way that
comic characters often live in a 'shared universe'. If DC
can no longer publish Superman comics, then they can't
have Superman team up with Batman or Aquaman any
more. It spoils the whole 'universe' if someone other
than DC publish Superman comics, so obviously (if
you're the kind of person who puts the integrity of
fictional worlds ahead of people being fairly
compensated for their work) this must never be allowed
to happen.
Except that even on its own terms, this argument is
flawed. There's no need at all for 'work for hire' for a
coherent fictional universe to be created. And we know
this because one exists and is a billionpound property.
It's Doctor Who.
The character of The Doctor and the TARDIS in which
he travels are workforhire concepts  legitimately, as
they were the work of many hands, all on a staff payroll.



RAS: One isn't master of one's moods
OM: Remember? Hand in hand from the top of the Eiffel tower
RAS: You fell off a tower?
OM: No, he did. The Other. Flew off in fact.
RAS: I didn't know he could fly.
OM: He can't. They landed at the same time anyway.
RAS: I'd have taken the stairs.
OM: I can see the attraction of flying. Stairs play havoc with my feet.
RAS: And you can't go barefoot.
OM: The Other did...

But these are the only parts of the Doctor Who
'concept' that the BBC owns. The Daleks, the
Cybermen, UNIT, Brigadier LethbridgeStewart, K9,
the Sontarans... all the familiar paraphernalia of the
series are owned by the writers who created them.
And this has actually had a wonderful beneficial
effect on creativity among Doctor Who fandom.
In the 1990s, when the show was off the air, people
wanted more Doctor Who. There were books, and
later audio drama CDs, but that wasn't enough. But
any company who wished could get a license to use
the Sontarans or UNIT in their own directtovideo
films or spinoff books. And then the writers of those
books and films could take characters they'd created
in those, and write new books with them. What had
been a single TV series became, while it was off the
air, a thriving ecosystem of perfectly legal books,
comics, audio dramas and films  often only
tenuously linked to the original series. Much of this
was rubbish, of course, but some (for example the
Faction Paradox series of books) was absolutely
superb, and none of it could have existed at all had
the BBC or its licensors had workforhire policies.

And yet it didn't impact at all on the profitability of the
main line. The BBC have no problem getting to use
Daleks and Cybermen in the new TV series  the
creators' estates know that that's where the money's
coming from. The Doctor Who brand hasn't been
'watered down' by these other things  it's as popular as
ever.
This suggests that there is no good argument at all for
the retention of workforhire. Just as Brigadier
LethbridgeStewart is more valuable as a character in
Doctor Who than on his own, so the Hulk is more
valuable if he can team up with SpiderMan.
Given that this is so obviously the case, what possible
justification can there be for keeping workforhire as it
currently stands, on moral, ethical, or artistic grounds?
It stifles creativity, takes credit and money from those
who do the work, and is, in short, everything that a bad
law can be.



Dialogue Concerning New World Systems
Bill Ritchie

For your edification, dear Reader: may I present
my StronglyWorded Letter to the editor of this
very publication you hold in your hands. Or, the
beginning of the letter, anyway.
Dear Sir,
I greatly enjoyed the premier issue of your
magazine (and expect to enjoy it even more
once I figure out what all your contributors were
talking about), but I must say I was shocked to
find (in your own Why Gavin Is Wrong...") the
eminentlysane Thomas Kuhn disposed of so
casually in a footnote, as an unscientific thinker
no less, even while the body of your essay
heaps uncritical praise on such wellknown
utopian cranks as Dyson and Tipler. Reassuring
as it may be to read aloud to ourselves from A
Child's Garden Of Science about the Jacob's
Ladder of everincreasing knowledge, Kuhn
deserves better than this, and so do the thinkers
in the human past we often treat roughly in order
to glorify ourselves as the inheritors of
"progress". Consider that with nothing but the
naked eye as their instrument, the ancient
Egyptians correctly plotted out a heliocentric
solar system from the evidence of Mercury's
retrograde orbit...but a hundred years after
Copernicus, the West was still arguing about it.
Why?
Thus I began as I meant to go on, Reader; with
rhetorical questions. But fearing they'd be too
shortly answered by those among us who may
not approve Kuhn's muchmaligned "paradigm
shifts"  somewhat in the mode of Richard
Dawkins, perhaps, who declared Kuhn hocus
pocus because airplanes don't fall out of the sky
when opinions about the history of science
change!  I thought it might be better to whomp
up a whole big thing about it instead. And in
this, I do no more than follow in the footsteps of
Galileo himself...!

But let's hope it works out better for me, than it did
for him.
A persistent myth of modern times (to which
Dawkins himself subscribes, and thus
unfortunately helps to prop up) is that the Church
jailed Galileo for daring to demonstrate the truth of
the Copernican heliocentric theory, by using his
beautiful new telescope to show that the world
wasn't flat. Well, but the churchy folks couldn't
have that, of course! People might stop believing
in God, and then they'd lose all their power and
influence! So they locked him up, and they
banned his book...but they couldn't lock up his
ideas, and they couldn't ban the fact that he was
right, and they were wrong.
Anyway that's pretty much the story as it's
popularly disseminated these days. But I don't
really mean to attack the more whackedout
elements of it, so much as I mean to reveal what
they are covering up: obviously no one who stops
to think about it for more than a minute will find it
possible to believe that people who lived before
Galileo's time thought the world was flat! When it's
so fabulously easy to see that the world is not flat,
just by looking around...and furthermore when it's
so easy to find assertions of its spherical shape in
the historical record. Aristarchus measured it and
Atlantic sailors navigated by it; Mesopotamian
farmers saw its shadow cross the moon, and even
the prisoners of the Ice Age could not have helped
but see its curvature from the top of the lonely
mountain passes that led them variously into, and
out of, the history we know. The world, flat?
Absurd; and why would anyone entertain such a
bizarre notion, in the face of such overwhelmingly
everyday evidence?
Ah, yes, well...why, indeed?
A rhetorical question, of course: because that the
popular story of Galileo is wrong in that respect is



something I feel comfortable just letting stand
over to one side, much as the implication that
the Church was not only practically barren of
legitimately religious men, but as a rule naturally
opposed to the endeavours and the fruits of
science. Certainly there were irreligious men in
the Church: and stupid men, and venal men,
and evil men. But that there was no rule about
stupidity and venality is at least made apparent
by the curious fact that Copernicus' cosmology
was celebrated by high Church officials, and his
book widely consumed until sometime after the
imprisonment of Galileo some sixty years later.
Although I should be careful to mention that as
time went on it was possible to be persecuted
through having "Copernican" views, and (as
Giordano Bruno's fate sadly attests) even
prosecuted...but it was not the Copernicanism
that made such views dangerous, anymore than
it was an insistence the world was round that
made them so. And in Galileo's case it was not
even any of that...
...But it was his book, that did him in.
Ah, yes, that book...the one that was banned,
remember? But it wasn't banned as a side
effect of Galileo being jailed, but rather his
imprisonment was a sideeffect of its
offensiveness to the Pope...in the pages of its
Socratic argument presented as a witless fool,
unable to recognize truth from falsehood. And
this in what was to supposed to be Galileo's
apology, his temporizing statement! Well,
Galileo was a hotheaded individual, they do say,
and not nearly as selflessly Christlike a martyr
as modern science's own private Creation Myth
would have him...and in fact his failure didn't do
much for us, that his successes hadn't already.
He was ingenious and he was brilliant and he
was right, of course...but being right is not what
they locked him up for.
Which brings us to today, and Thomas Kuhn,
and that pesky question "why"? Why did the
Egyptians see, millenia ago, what the Western
scientific tradition was blind to before

Copernicus? What was the need for all those
epicycles, that drove Galileo so mad he took a
swipe at the one person who could have saved
him  who had promised to save him!  from the
terrors of the Roman Inquisition? What was the
order of his universe, that we imagine today he
made a Promethean sacrifice to liberate us from...
...When he actually didn't?
And why do we persist in thinking that he did.
Here comes Richard Dawkins again, waggling the
aegis of Science...and he could tell you why we
need the Galileo Myth, if he only knew (or was
willing to admit) that it is a myth: we need it,
because without it we can't save the consistency
of a scientific worldview that depends from a belief
in perfectability far more than it depends from an
ethic of discovery. The diffident and pious thinker
named Copernicus makes a lousy action science
hero, for our modern purposes; notwithstanding
the popularity of his cosmology among cardinals
and Popes, modern rationalism wants a saint
who's been a bit more beat up on than that 
wants a more contrary, combative visionary, who
embodies not just rationalism but radicalism. Who
throws the susperstitious moneychangers out of
the Temple; who succours the intellectual lepers.
Of course Dawkins would say he is not a religious
man...but then Dawkins' training is not in
philosophy, nor in physics (as Kuhn's training on
both counts, it should be noted, is), or he would
know that not only Galileo's mythical stature but all
his most radical discoveries have long since been
factually disproven, and so it leaves us with no
other name for the character of his belief than
"religious" after all. A feather and a cannonball
falling at the same rate in a vacuum? Actually it
isn't so, and the math proved it long before the
lasers did...as it was his book that sank Galileo,
and not his telescope. But to Dawkins as to most
people, that's not the point of the story: as the
myth of Galileo preserves facticity over factuality in
order to uphold a certain preconception about what
it means to "do science", that is conveniently
supplied in contradistinction to all that is



"unscientific". And is it so different from the
manufacture of epicycles, by which the
astrologers Copernicus so despised in Bologna
sought to save the character of geocentrism?
Even as they needed his observations of the
celestial motions, in order to legitimize their
charting of celestial influences...
...And the question remains: why?
The Galileo Myth provides the easy conclusion
that the "why" of it all was superstition,
irrationality, sheer base dogmatic
stubbornness...but do we really have any
reason to believe this, except that it flatters our
modern sensibilities? We like to believe that we
are freer than those people of the past, because
we are less ignorant than they were; and the
only thing necessary to justify that belief of ours
is to assume that knowledge graphs inevitably
upward over the long term, continuously and
incrementally, even if it is not absolutely linear.
And thus the belief proves itself true...
But Kuhn might ask: well, what about the
Egyptians, then? To say that progress is not
always linear is an exceedingly polite way to
address the gulf of time lying between their day
and Galileo's! Which surely graphs much more
like an earthquake than a stock market, and so
it does not seem unreasonable for Kuhn to
wonder if history might not be subject to the
same controversies as archaeology: if
philosophy might not be subject to the same
patterns of development seen in biology. Why,
after all, must progress be continuous?
Why might it not be catastrophic, instead?
But in this case it will not be enough merely to
explain that a scientific consensus changes; in
this case it must also be explained what forms
consensus in the first place. And Kuhn's studies
of his "paradigm shifts" do go around and
extensively around this matter: i.e. what were
the attractions of the Ptolemaic worldview, what
did Copernicanism replace them with, etc...but

since the weight of all this detail is precisely what's
got the devil in it, it's just too enormous to truck in
here and say "regardezla!", so you can hardly be
faulted for not seeing that the case is made, and I
must find some other way of justifying Kuhn
besides simply offering up the fact of his
researches having been conducted.
And fortunately for us both, there is another way.
Because it might be unreasonable to expect you to
sit still for a dissection of a consensuschange
that's already occurred, only to then put up with
me arguing at you about whether or not it really
was a catastrophic shift in worldview that caused
it...
...But as it happens, I can do a bit better than that.
You want to see a paradigm shift as it happens, in
real time?
Well, just look around you; we're in the middle of
one.
It was roughly three hundred years ago, by my
reckoning, that the Romantics began to argue the
mind was not (as Plato had thought, for example)
a mirror held up passively to Nature, but rather it
was like a lamp, that selectively illuminated parts
of the primevallydark conceptual world, so that
they might be seen. But, not just seen: as in this
view our human understanding was reconstructed
as a participatory act. Not exactly a brandnew
thought, perhaps, since it has antecedents of its
own...but I am prepared to argue that it does
indeed represent to us a fundamental shift, in the
perception of the physical processes science
seeks to describe. Romance! Once you start with
it you can't stop, you see: as Einstein's own work
on the quantum theory of light, and in relativity
itself, inevitably led to the collapse of tangibility in
our models of the physical world...until gone, long
gone, was the vision of the atom as a tiny solar
system composed of planets and orbits: leaving
only a sort of interactional gossip between fuzzy
edged packets of stuffness, that reflexively defines
them as something like "particles" by the very
relationships that only particles can enjoy between



themselves. Gone, too, the concept of
innateness, of definite and independent
qualitiesinobjects that exist and persist even
when we are not looking at them...until there is
no such thing as a particle that "itself knows"
where and what it is, and anything that uniquely
defines a particle can be transferred to another
particle, which then becomes that particle due to
the fact that there is nothing else that can define
it but that which does so. Of course this all
came out of the Solvay Conference, nearly a
hundred years ago now itself...
...But it didn't stop there, or rather that was not
the sole expression of the Lamp's growing
rivalry with the Mirror through the course of the
twentieth century. Of course the Mirror had its
innings too: in the stronglymaterialist "digital
insight" theories (Richard Dawkins' among
them!) that attempted to simplify causes and
actors into an almost ideological "economic"
purity of solid, mechanical, predictable
interfunction...but for every Aurelian study of
Legolike agencywidgets, there was also a
study of negative space that showed figure and
ground flipflopping places: passive
backgrounds reconstructed as hidden sources
of the mysteriously rich activity and pattern
exhibited in their foregrounds. Once, and not
too long ago, we talked of the "unconscious"
phase of sleep, and the "junk" DNA in our
cells...and "selfish" genes...but now the notion
that it's possible to study anything in isolation,
the notion that "negative experimental space"
truly exists enough to be discounted, is growing
more and more out of date.
But it is not yet gone...and will not be gone, so
long as the priests of Proper Science, that deals
in the factitious simplicity of discrete objects that
do what they do, and no more than they do,
continue to have effective resort to the Myth of
Galileo. Conservative forces mass along the
frontier of knowledge, insisting that men can
know the nature of things without having to
consider their own nature; insisting (as Popper,
for one, would not) that there's nothing wrong

with any badlycracked theory that a little spackle
won't cure. Of course you can judge for yourself
whether this is all heading to a catastrophic
detonation of some old, controlling perspective on
the character of natural law, and you don't need
me to chivvy you along: but why is it that we don't
have machines that think, yet? And why is it that
the Standard Model of physics always needs just
one more particle in the bestiary, to stay standing
erect?
Why is it that we are just now finding out that the
human skeleton is not a passive substrate to the
human body?
Everywhere we look, we find the epicyclical
limitations of this passive view...and then find
ourselves madly on the hop to ignore them. What
if we could fix global warming by just tossing a
bunch of iron into the oceans? What if all we need
to reconcile GR and QM is a God Particle, or a set
of other universes? What if we just ignore the
pesky fact that medicine kept Aristotle's physics
alive right through the late Middle Ages, instead of
killing it dead with a stake through its heart? What
if dark energy could save whatever's wrong with
the Hubble constant for us? What if EPR wasn't a
bug, but a feature? What if there was a drug you
could just give to people, that would cure their
cancer for them?
Dear God...why are we not getting any of this?
I look around and see that we aren't getting it,
because we're stuck in a rut. A flattering belief in
simplicity, with just a touch of the radical about it to
give it spice and sexiness; conjectural histories
that don't add up, except emotionally. Narratives
of progress and perfectability that could not be
more plainly borrowed from the Christian religion,
that explain to us how we secured our unassailable
position at the top of the pyramid of human
endeavour by rejecting all superstition. But of
course since we haven't done so, the narrative's
false. And everything the narrative brings to us is
false. We think we know why Galileo was locked
up, for example.



But we don't. Because that story isn't true.
So...if we don't know that, then what else might we not know?
I'll admit it sounds like a small thing. After all, who really cares if we know what we think we know,
eh? But it is the question of whether you believe in the Mirror, or you believe in the Lamp, that's
important here. It is the question of why on earth it should matter to us that progress be continuous,
rather than catastrophic...the question of why in the world we wouldn't want to notice, that this
specific "mattering" is something we have only very recently invented. And then told ourselves it
had been there all along, just waiting for us to recognize it.
But that would've been news to the Egyptians, you know!
Mirror and the Lamp, Mirror and the Lamp...sometimes I think we'll be lucky if it doesn't become
something more like the Lady and the Tiger. Certainly behind one of these doors waits a new set of
biases we might bring to our investigations of the universe around us...
...But which one's the right door?
Another rhetorical question, to be sure. But then so are they all; all rhetorical questions.
And like it or not, understanding that has become a big part of what "doing science" is really all
about. Eppur si muove: which in plain English means the damn thing's either moving or it isn't, no
matter what anyone chooses to say about it. And so at last I end, just as I meant to begin: with the
truth.
Let's see what it gets me!

RAS: You're not comparing yourself to The Other?
OM: Have you ever wondered what it was like before we changed everything?
RAS: How do you mean?
OM: Well, I mean... we created this universe, right?
RAS: To an extent, yes...
OM: Including our own histories?
RAS: It wouldn't be much of a universe without them, would it?
OM: So what were we like before we created ourselves? And what was the universe like before we
rewrote it?
RAS: Ghastly, I should imagine.







...But You Can Get What You Want And Still
Not Be Very Happy
by Andrew Hickey

When Dave Sim announced, in 1979, that he was
going to make his, at that point not especially well
known, comic Cerebus into a threehundred issue
story that wouldn't finish until 2004, even those
readers who believed him (very few) will have had
no idea at all what the completed work would be like.
Partly, this was because Sim was one of those who
helped redefine the comics medium. In 1979, for
most of Sim's readers, comicsasart meant Howard
The Duck, and that was indeed the model Sim's
comic was very obviously patterned against. By the
time he had finished his story, on the other hand, he
was looking at Eddie Campbell or Rick Veitch or
Chester Brown as peers  people whose work would
have been literally inconceivable to Sim's readers in
the late 70s.
But also, it's because, although many wouldn't have
realised it at this point, Sim was no longer making
comics in the sense that his readers would understand
it. Rather, he was making visionary art. While Sim
would probably dislike the comparison, considering
Blake to be inspired by YooHWHoo, William Blake
is undoubtedly the closest comparison to Sim, as an
artist whose work can’t be separated from his illness.
For the reason Sim decided to turn his funnyanimal
comic into a threehundred issue novel (possibly the
only true 'graphic novel' in any real sense ever
produced) was because he had a vision, while in
hospital during a schizophrenic episode, and he
devoted the rest of his professional life to working
out the implications of that vision.
Those implications led to some very unpleasant
places  Sim has become a rabid misogynist, and is
also convinced that he, and only he, knows the
correct interpretation of both the Bible and the Koran.
This interpretation is... odd...

I think YHWH's contribution back in the early sixties was Peter, Paul
and Mary. I mean it is a way of looking at Christianity, seeing Peter,

Paul and Mary a the three cornerstones after Jesus. Of course,
being YHWH her point was; if you have Peter, Paul and Mary what
do you need Jesus for? I think that amused God a great deal  to
the extent that he countered with John, Paul, George and Ringo.
Paul of course, was actually James: James Paul McCartney. SO
John and James were the leaders of the band, like the sons of

Zebedee, John and James, the brothers Boanerges, the sons of
thunder...

So it was a good joke that on the cusp of being famous John and
James had ditched Peter, Pete Best, the drummer since this is

basically what the biblical John and James had attempted to do with
Peter the apostle.

The George part I think was God's way of saying that leapfrogging
Peter  that is the Vatican  lands you in England and Henry VIII's
decision to make himself not only king, but head of the church as

well. There have been three king Georges.

Now, having ditched Peter, that meant you had three kings or a Ring
of Stars.

The Beatles were the template that attracted their own disciples, the
Rolling Stones, which was another play, in my view, on the fact that

there had been a pool of disciples for the two Jesus'. There was
Peter, Cephas, the rock or stone, but he rolled back and forth

between the two Jesus's.

But the same problems that were driving Sim to his
idiosyncratic interpretations of Scripture in the light of
1960s pop stars were also the driving force behind his
work. And that work is, without a doubt, the best in the
history of the comics medium.
I know many, many people who dismiss Sim's work
without having read it. I know none who dismiss it after
having read the miraculous run of issues collected in the
'phonebooks' (collections of twentyfive or so issues at a
time) High Society, Church & State Vol 1, Church &



State Vol 2 and Jaka's Story.
Sim is no 'outsider artist'  no Wesley Willis to be
patronised. Rather, he is one of a handful of comic
creators whose work stands with the greatest art created
in any medium. A consummate craftsman, his
draughtsmanship is impeccable, being able to switch
between photorealism and MAD magazine on the same
page without compromising either, and he's one of the
only comic creators to have turned lettering the speech
bubbles into an art.
But it's his writing that really shines.
Sim as a writer is, at his best, the best, most human
writer in comics. I have often fantasised about adapting
Jaka's Story as a stage play, as it is far and away the
most intelligent, funny, compassionate piece of writing
about human relationships I've ever read. Everyone in
the story is a horrible person, often acting indefensibly,
but they're all portrayed so well that you can forgive
them, because you can understand them.
The character of Pud Withers, in particular, sticks with
me. A timid, overweight, horribly unattractive man,
polite on the surface, but fantasising about raping Jaka,
he should be the most unappealing character in the story.
Yet because Sim understands him, so do we, and we
can't help but pity this man, even as we're relieved that
his plans to commit rape never come to fruition.
(And I should emphasise here that despite Sim's well
known misogyny, he doesn't  or didn't for the vast bulk
of Cerebus' 300 issues  write like a misogynist. Withers'
fantasies are never made out to be anything other than
loathsome and reprehensible, even as we understand
why and how he has come to this position. In fact SIm is
a good enough writer that characters that he has stated
publicly that he intended to be disgusting are among his
most sympathetic  he writes realistic people, even as he
despises some of them personally).
The problem is that Cerebus' readers were reading
because of the craft, and the characters, and these were
only of secondary importance to Sim. He was on a
search for The Truth.

And so when The Truth, as Sim saw it, led to him
writing his own exegesis of the first few books of the
Bible, in tiny print, as a dialogue between Cerebus
and a character based on Woody Allen, most of the
few remaining readers he had deserted him. And his
comic, like its title character, drew to its conclusion
in issue 300 alone, unmourned and unloved.
Yet I think history will reappraise Cerebus, once Sim
himself has died (though I of course wish him a long
and happy life). His public statements  about the
irrationality of women, how the tsunami of 2004 was
a warning to him from the transsexual demiurge that
lives under the earth, how Canada is ruled by a
conspiracy of Marxistfeministhomosexualist
Islamofascists... these things do not inspire the
casual reader to seek out his work.
Nor does his current project, Glamourpuss, a
fantastically flawed genius combination of borscht
belt humour, comics history, art tutorial and paranoid
conspiracy theory. Those of us who love Sim's work
are, of course, reading every issue, but anyone who
picks this up off the shelf of their local comic shop
will be unlikely to realise reading it that this is
someone who Alan Moore, Will Eisner and Eddie
Campbell all considered a peer or better.
Sim's work, at its best, is thoughtprovoking,
hilarious, heartbreaking and beautiful. The fact that
these qualities were almost accidental, arising as a
sideeffect of Sim's journey into the depths of mental
illness, is a sad one, but it doesn't make the work any
less worthwhile.



The Sixties In Music  The Eternal Now: A
Contemporary "No"

Colin Smith
ALL TOGETHER NOW
1.
On the 3rd of February 1974, Philip K Dick was hit smack in the brain by a pink laser beam sent by
God, which revealed to him the underlying reality which existed beneath the California that Dick
was living in. Or so Philip K Dick assured us. God laserbeamed him, and the reality we all live in
isn’t the real reality. Now, I personally find this all difficult to wholeheartedly embrace. It seems
unlikely, especially given Mr Dick’s record of fragile mental health and copious, even stupidly
heroic, drug consumption. And, and, he was at the time recovering from a dental operation to take
out a troublesome wisdom tooth, which involved him being dosed up with effective measures of
sodium pentothal. These facts would not sit well with any jury not handpicked from the most stoned
of the regulars from the UFO club and Middle Earth.
But whether or not his revelation is true or not, the vision itself is instructive. Dick longed for order, a
purposeful universe guided by a caring creator, and that’s what his vision revealed for him. A
“benevolent entity” was transmitting the true reality hidden beneath our perceptions to Dick, and
that reality was the Roman Empire of the 1 century AD, where an “ …organisation of Christian, not
regular Christians such as those who attended church every Sunday and prayed …” were
undertaking an attack on a “prison” which was somehow keeping evil in charge of the world and
perpetuating the today of early 1974.
The “why” of this revelation is easy to speculatively diagnose, if one wants to be cynical. (It could
after all be a true picture of how things are, but forgive me my scepticism.) Dick was troubled by
why Christ had not returned from the death to bring the Kingdom Of Heaven to his original followers
within their lifetimes. And Dick’s vision comfortingly and conveniently revealed that this was not
because Christ had been wrong, or his followers misinformed. In fact, Christ’s original followers
were indeed still alive. Out there, past Dick’s frontdoor in his distinctly insalubrious neighbourhood,
was 1974 and California, the Eagles, Governor Reagan, the hightide of cocainesheen, the first
mass syncopated swellings of Disco’s fouronthefloor beat, but these, all these, were thankfully an
illusion. Underneath our world, this world of misery and Mantovani, was another truer world of, yes,
yet more misery and strife, but one with the promise that the Apocalypse would soon arrive and
time itself end. Good would have triumphed, and things wouldn’t hurt anymore, or at least not for
anybody that hadn’t been judged to well and truly deserve it.
2.
Of course, Dick fastened upon Christianity to help make sense of his troubled life because it was
already there at the core of the sense that he’d always struggled to make of the world. And in his
writings from this point onwards, what had been implicit in his work took its place in the forefront of



it. Though undoubtedly a heretic, Dick was a serious Christian, and the world could only be made
sense of through an intellectual prism created in significant part from Christian thought.
And if time was going to be stopped, and paradise surface from under the endless kipple of
everyday life, then it could only happen by the grace of Christ.
3.
But poor Philip K. Dick died in 1982, alas, and as far as I know sunken Hellscalla was never raised
from under the ocean, so time still hasn’t ended.
But sometimes I feel that if Dick had been born some several decades later, it wouldn’t be
Christianity that underpinned his weltanschaung, but the “Sixties”. For it’s as if we’ve all been hit by
an evenbrighter pink celestial laser of our own revealing that the underlying truth of our reality here
in 2010 isn’t actually 2010, or even that of AD 35orso, where PhilipKDick as ‘Thomas The
Christian” flees and fights Roman oppression, but that of the Sixties. That wonderful Sixties where
everything was good and everything was possible and where time ought to have stopped so that the
party could’ve lasted forever.
And it isn’t Dick’s Christian fugitives and freedom fighters that we see manifesting themselves
before us when we focus on that great lost dream. We see Mods and Beatniks, the Weathermen
Underground and Their Satanic Majestys requesting, the lithesome dancers on “Soul Train” and the
awkward jerking keenness of those on “Ready Steady Go”, and so on and on. An endless familiar
parade of lost ghosts, vanished palaces, shattered promises, lost opportunities.
4.
But if there was a moment when time should have stood still, there’s an awful lot of candidates of
when precisely that should be to choose from. Which Sixties is it to be that underlies our troubled
presenttime? Should it be that of Hamburg’s Top Ten Club in ’61, Annabel’s in Berkeley Square or
LA’s The Villa Venice ‘62, The Café Wha? on Bleeker Street in ’63, the very latenight jazz clubs of
Detroit in ’64, London’s The Marquee in ’65, The Avalon Ballroom in San Francisco in ’66?
Woodstock, Altamont or The Isle Of Wight? The Brill Building, Harlem’s “The Apollo”, the Apple HQ
in Saville Row?
And so on and on.
5.
There’s a part of every documentary on the ‘60s when some greying survivor of the groovy decade
gets mistyeyed and wistful and declares how they wish it was the ‘60s still. Robert Hunter was the
sacrificial victim for the watching audience in the Classic Albums documentary for The Grateful
Dead’s “American Beauty”. Those days will never come again, he says. Or, he adds after a
moment’s pained expression, at least not for me.
Those who were there, we’re told, in the eye of the storm, don’t usually remember, but they recall
enough to know that it was the very best time of all. And those caught outside the supposed calm of



the inner sanctums, the witnesses, the acolytes: they often seem to remember everything, and they
want everything to be as it was.
For now and ever after, we must suppose, as it was before.
6.
The momentarily shellshocked expressions of these survivors – the “Sixties survivors”, no doubt a
potential diagnostic category for the prospective DSMV – seem to me at times to carry some trace
of posttraumatic stress disorder, as if an absolutely fundamental aspect of their life had been
suddenly and violently torn away from them. As if it wasn’t enough for them to be locked out of the
Garden Of Eden, but that they’d beaten up by that Cherubim with the flaming sword that God left on
guard duty there too.
It’s a look I suddenly recognised when I watched again another Sixties survivor, equally traumatised
by circumstance, Dr Who, in the last scene of “The End Of The World”, where Christopher
Eccleston says;
“You think it will last forever. People and cars and concrete. But it won’t. One day it’s all gone. Even
the sky. My planet’s gone. Dead …. It’s just rocks and dust. Before its time.”
7.
Now I do and I don’t have an interest here. I am a kid of the Sixties, born in ’62, on the very day that
the Beatles recorded their third and final version of “Love Me Do” for EMI: September 11th. And
though that isn’t the key date for “Love Me Do”, because the version used for The Beatles’ debut
single was recorded a week earlier, I’m going to abuse my authority and have that date as the
beginning of the “real” Sixties. The “Love Me Do” recorded on September 11th did, after all, appear
on the “Please Please Me” LP.
I am, in that Salman Rushdie kindofway, the Sixties.
The Walrus, The God Of Hellfire, Louie The King, Papa With His Brand New Bag.
Louie The Pink.
Now gather round, people.
8.
Unlike Rushdie’s Saleem Sinai, however, I remember little of my youth, of my Sixties. In fact, I can
recall just 3 events which throw any kind of light on the public events of those years. I strongly recall
my fifteen yearold Auntie May playing “Penny Lane” over and over on a little Dansette portable
record player before heading off down the hill to a school “hop” dressed in a short plastic coat and
an evenshorter almostmini skirt. (“Strawberry Fields Forever” was too radical and too un
McCartneyeque for my Auntie May and me.) We were living in a three room, upstairs council flat in
a little town outside Edinburgh. There was no central heating, a tiny black and white TV, and a



mangle stationed permanently in the washingmachineless kitchen. But when David Mason’s solo
on his piccolo trumpet soared up above the strange fragmented harmonies in the middle of the
song, the little flat on Dolphin Road in Currie seemed the most modern council flat in all of
Midlothian.
My second memory is of the quite stupefying boredom imposed on our junior school class by the
enforced and silent watching of the Prince Of Wales Investiture in 1969. Hours and hours of
pomposity and ceremonialpiffle, of old men in medieval costumes, of bowing and stiff shoulders,
and we couldn’t grasp a single feature of importance which meant anything to us. But we watched
because we had to, because it was expected of us while our future Monarch passed through his
traditional riteofpassage. But barely a trace of feudal deference remained in our consciousness.
There was no awe or even respect. We were already utterly wellmarinated in not simply pop
culture, but the pop culture of meaningfully kinetic brief minutes, of the pop single, the comic book,
the HannaBarbera cartoon. We’d already been loosened from the bedrock of obedience because,
quite frankly, we couldn’t stand to be bored for more than 30 seconds. Pageantry escaped us
because it relied upon the slow accumulation of ancient protocols. We wanted to watch Deputy
Dawg.
The third is of listening to Thunderclap Newman’s “Something In The Air” on a car radio while on
holiday somewhere west Of Portsmouth. My father couldn’t yet afford a car, so a ride with a family
we’d met while away that brought with it hit singles and Radio One’s Jimmy Young Show was as
thrilling for me as it was irritating for my father. As we chugged along roads with the sea to our left,
the grass verges were full of what looked to me like very dirty and very longhaired hippies. I knew
nothing of the Isle Of Wight Festival, nor would I have understood what it meant even if I had, but
one thing was for sure to me. The decade which just four years had glowed with the bright yellow of
my Aunt’s miniskirt had degenerated into something synonymous with a lack of basic personal
hygiene. If this was the revolution, it was, quite frankly, very hairy and rather unappealing, and I
responded as those Mods do in the famous film of them standing angry and bemused at the
International LoveIn in ’67 staring at the beautiful people prancing most inelegantly around with
their tambourines and headbands; ”They look like they need a bloody wash.”
Which, as a set of memories, isn’t so bad. My mind managed to catch quite unintentionally (1) the
high point of what Iain MacDonald calls “The Top” of the Beatles’ Sixties, and (2) an example of the
slowandpartial death of the established order, and (3) the gathering of the tribes which heralded a
very different kind of youth culture in the Seventies.
Perhaps I am the Sixties.
9.
But why would I want to go back to the Sixties. Why do I want to go back to the Sixties? I despised
the Sixties. After all, my generation had the job of loathing the Sixties. All I knew of the golden
decade was the detritus of it, all the endless washedup hairy permanently lackluster dopesmoking
residue that proselytized for Santana at Wembley and Bob Dylan at Blackbushe Airport. (“Yeah, but
he’s got Graham Parker supporting him, man.”) I may never have worn a homemade “I Hate Pink
Floyd” tshirt, but I knew a parttime punk who did and I wasn’t ashamed to stand next to him.



I didn’t even listen to the Beatles until 1987, Motown until 1992, or Psychedelia until 1996. I was late
on the bus. It had gone Further and back again and was being renovated for a nostalgia attraction
before I even considered getting on it for a wee look around.
So why do I want to go back to the Sixties?
10.
My wife asks me this. And part of it is that I know how it all turns out. I know to be at the Central
London Polytechnic when Hendrix asks to jam with The Cream. I could be at the Indica Gallery in
1966 to humandhah about stopping John Lennon from meeting Yoko Ono. (Yes, I know that’s both
unfashionable and timealtering, but I have a dream.) I could follow round the Motown Review of
1964 and sit and watch Otis and Booker T & The MG’s play in ‘67’s Stax tour. Think, I could make
sure I was around that Summer’s morning when Paul McCartney threw open the windows at Jane
Asher’s place and played an acetate of “Sgt Peppers” to the reportedly benignly awakening Wimple
Street.
I could be there, and then get out before Chief Inspector Gordon Dinely busts the Stones at
Redlands, before Brian Wilson gets LSDfried and starts thinking that cowbells cause fires, before
Bertha Franklin shoots and kills Sam Cooke at the Hacienda Hotel.
If there’s a question of which Sixties to save, there’s one of when and where to leave the Sixties
behind too.
THERE’S A PLACE
1.
In Philip K Dick’s revelation, it’s the power of evil which freeze times. Time itself is a mechanism that
leads onwards to Heaven, so holding its forward momentum back is, as Egon says of crossing the
streams in “Ghostbusters”, a bad thing. (And ‘Ghostbusters’ is surely an argument for letting time
hurry it’s way on at least a few more decades.) So, accepting that there’s anything of worth in Dick’s
vision, and for the sake of argument we’re going to do just that, it would seem an irony that anyone
would want anything of the Sixties to have survived, above or beneath our everyday reality, or even
simply fixed in place and eternally, for example, 1967. Because of course what makes the Sixties
special is not the moments, but the process, the chain of events that leads, in musical terms, from
Michael Holliday’s number one single “StarryEyed” in 1960 to – oh, gosh – 1969’s topofthe
charts Christmas hit of “Two Little Boys” by Rolf Harris.
2.
Let me start that again.
It’s what Ian MacDonald calls the “crosscultural soup” of influences which can be found in The
Beatles music of the middleSixties that for me marks that decade out as the musical wonder it was.
Following MacDonald’s introduction to the second edition of his peerless, if not perfect, “Revolution
In The Head”, it’s remarkable how the Beatles, and to a greater or lesser degree their peers, were



considering and fusing high and low art, the absurd and the traditionally proficient, music hall and
freakout, the sentimental and merciless, nursery doggerel and hammering ‘50s rock’n’roll. And
around them, grasping hold similarly of every tool they could wield in order to mark their work out as
distinctive and worthwhile, was a Western popular music world devouring its own past and churning
out possible  and often abortive  futures literally as fast as was humanely possible.
To take but one example: from The Byrds’ “Mr Tambourine Man” to their RCA version of “Eight Miles
High” in less than a year. That’s an insane rate of development.
Which is of course what’s makes the Sixties so remarkable. Not the individual products of genius
and high craft, but the communal investment in constant and remarkable innovation. As has been
said so often that its often no longer said at all  and sometimes it’s a shame to ignore the vital
because it’s no longer novel,  the jump from “Love Me Do” to “A Day In The Life” cannot be a
matter of just 5 years or so. Surely no popular art form can develop that far and that fast!
3.
But even a cursory grasp of economics knows that such a wave of mass innovation is typically a
response to intense competition in the marketplace.
And so, just as 1st Century Rome lay under Dick’s 1974, so under the bonnet of the 1960s lies not
peace and love and the dawning of the new age of anything, but rather a series of very human
creative responses to naked economic exploitation and what we’d see as genuine and widespread
poverty.
Nobody would aspire to live as we did with my Gran in 1966. Every morning in all weathers our
windows would be thick with condensation, when they weren’t coated with ice. Which was fine. We
actually weren’t doing so badly at all. There were folks down the road who thought we were living
like kings.
And considering how most of history’s Kings have lived, we probably were.
4.
The Sixties were so musically ingenious and – in its pre67 sense  progressive because the
musicians had to make it so. Unless they kept up with their fellows, they were dead in the market.
(And there were a lot more willing and able volunteers to replace any frontline casualties in the pop
wars.) That market was a tough, tough place. In fact, that market was effectively run by mobsters,
some genuinely from the I’llbreakyourfingers side of the tracks and a lot more clothed in smart
suits backed by even smarter lawyers and accountants.
In the intensely competitive ecosystem of the ‘60s music biz, it was innovate and die, not innovate
or die. It wasn’t a question of getting ahead of the game and staying ahead, because practically no
one can drive at that speed round those sharp corners forever and not become a casualty of some
sort. What was at stake, for anyone who was thinking about the game, was the prolongation of a
term of success, not any pretense that failure wouldn’t eventually arrive. And so we all recognize
that it’s no mystery why what we call the Sixties faded as it did, why what MacDonald calls “genuine



innovation” declined, why development turned to genre and pastiche, and why the great figures of
the age stepped back from the marketplace that had pushed their art onwards and made them the
remarkable artists they were.
In ’66. Dylan had his motorbike crash, no motorbike crash, and disappeared from view. In the same
year, the Beatles at last stepped off the touring treadmill and began their disengagement not just
from the most excessive demands of the music business, but from each other too. And they did so
because they had hauled themselves to a point where they’d simultaneously won themselves some
degree of economic security at the cost of their own peaceofmind and even good health.
And as soon as they could drag themselves out of the tidal pond and onto the relatively safety of
the beach itself, the necessary compulsion for any of the elite and their lucky fellow travelers to
compete lessened.
And the pace of change and the quality of innovation diminished.
And from 1966 onwards, the Sixties began to be over, old before its time.
4.
To freeze the Sixties at any one moment, whatever that may be, and try to hold a specific moment
of musical development in place would be the cruelest act imaginable for the musicians involved.
Because in any one period that we might choose, the competitive urge which produced so much
that was marvelous was a response to misery. Low wages, few royalties, endless manky touring,
leavened only by pocket money from the record companies’ petty cash, some indulgences in drugs,
and access to as much future childsupport payment obligations as the young male musician might
be able to spit out.
We wouldn’t timetravel back to a slaveworked cotton plantation just to observe the mysterious
developing traditions of the blues, would we, without being aware of the awful suffering of the
people we were observing? No matter what it revealed of the unknown development of the blues
and jazz. We certainly wouldn’t freeze that moment, in 1812, or ’53, or whenever, and want to stay
forever in the moment as slaves are persecuted into developing a culture of misery and rebellion,
poverty and defiance, oppression and resistance. The art may be beautiful, spectacular, moving,
but the lives were far far more often than not monstrously deprived.
Now, I do assure you, I am in no way insensitive  and indeed stupid  enough to liken the economic
situation of musicians in the Sixties to the lives of slaves in the preEmancipation period. I
absolutely get the fundamental distinction between the two. But sometimes an extreme example
can help draw a distinction which can then be usefully applied to another situation, and sometimes
a touch of temporal dislocation can help us see the apparentlyfamiliar Sixties in something of a
different light. And the truth is this; the thing that made the musical Sixties the kaleidoscopically
spectacular thing it was, was at its core in large part often driven by nothing but the cruelest
exploitation. While the thing that brought the Sixties to their premature end, to the mournful singing
of the chorus and rending of their breasts, was the gradually lifting of the nearfeudal conditions
existent in the music business at the beginning of the decade.



Chuck them some groupies, some speed and hash, and promise them that they won’t have to work
in a steelworks or an office. They’ll do it, I assure you, and then, one way or another, with very few
exceptions, they’ll drop.
GETTING BETTER ALL THE TIME
1.
Sometimes it's important to settle on the most obvious examples of exploitation in order to make the
point, and with so few words to play with, it would seem unnecessarily obscure to not touch upon
the fate of Brian Wilson. From the point of view of 2010, it seems so cruelly unnecessary that Mr
Wilson should have produced his string of masterpieces culminating in “Pet Sounds” only to
collapse under the weight of drug abuse and, tragically, his own despair that he couldn’t compete
with the achievements of the Beatles. But Wilson was incapable of resting on his notinconsiderable
laurels. For the economic oppression of the Sixties, which promoted the absolute necessity of such
competition, fed off and often even intensified the alreadyexisting work ethics of the middle20th
century. Work for most folks of the period was a given, a taken for granted necessity seen as not
just economically, but morally essential too. And such a work ethic was a tremendous advantage at
first to the workers slogging it out for survival in the charts. It’s one of those variables which made
the economic conflict in the musical marketplace of the Sixties so uniquely fierce and verdant. Even
as many of the musicians, writers, producers and various onlooking hucksters were often keen to
avoid what they saw as “work”, they were culturally programmed to work and work damn hard.
(Which is one of the reasons why the Beatles stopping touring produced such bafflement at the time
it was announced. What could they be doing? Weren’t they going to waste their time, to decay, to
corrupt?) And any glance at Brian Wilson’s work schedule between 1961 and 1967 produces a
litany of obligation and ambition which might stress and shatter anybody, let alone a drugfried
perfectionist with serious selfesteem issues.
Consider the myth of all the time Mr Wilson wasted in the studio trying to produce “Smiley Smile”.
So often it’s written about as a baroque process of faffingabout, as a Quixotic waste of time and
energy, as indulgence over achievement.
But to Bryan Wilson, it was work. It was the total involvement of his fragmenting mental powers and
the harder he thought he was applying himself, the further away his ambitions fell.
Up until 1967, in just 6 years, his prodigious and exuberantlyexcellent music had revolutionalised
pop music. Then it was, for far too long, the long days in bed eating endless ice cream and the
occasional sojourns to the indoor sandbox below.
Or so says the myth. And myths tell truths too.
2.
What is remarkable about the economic expectations of the musicians in the marketplace of 1962
and the following years is how low their ambitions were. Typically, it’s Lennon and particularly
McCartney who are expressing a degree of forward thinking, but it’s hardly what we would now
consider stratospheric ambition. Expecting their success to rapidly consume itself and burn out,



McCartney declared as much and said that he and Lennon hoped to move into writing for others
and perhaps for musicals. This is not the thinking of Aquarian revolutionaries. It isn’t directed at
cultural and political change. It’s conditioned by hard times and low expectations and it imagines
success as being able to hang on in relative comfort. Tony Hicks, the guitarist in the Hollies,
summed it up best for me, when he declared that his greatest hope was to be able to retire at 45,
having begun his career with the group at 17; almost 30 years at the chickeninabasket circuit was
the limit of his ambition. And when the next distinct wave of bands arrived in 1966, Roger Waters of
the Pink Floyd still could only imagine vague dreams of getting rich and, shall we say, being friendly
with women.
This is not shooting for the moon. This is not a career path. There are no manifestos, and certainly
no retirement plans. This is waving, not drowning, but with a strong awareness that drowning was
one of the more likely options ahead.
But it was better than working, as far as working went.
3.
Where shall we freeze the 60s then? With my Aunty May piling up her hair to tales of the barber
shaving another customer and the pretty nurse selling poppies? I don’t think that I could stand to be
snotty and four forever, but it’s your call.
And if ’66 is your call, then a point made by Nick Cohen in his “What’s Left” comes to mind. He asks
us to imagine meeting a group of radical reformers from 100 years ago and describing to them the
progress in social justice that’s been achieved in the years between their time and ours. Universal
benefits? The NHS? Free schooling up to 18? Legal equality for women, people of colour and those
from sexual minorities?
Whatever qualifications might and should be added to describing the current state of these
developments, Cohen is surely right to say that our imaginary group of reformers from the past
would in all probability have been amazed.
But try to repeat and partially reverse the thought experiment with somebody under the age of
about 35 today and ask them to imagine the state of social and economic justice in the 1960s. I’ve
found that it’s almost impossible for them to grasp and then describe a convincing picture of just
how hard the ‘60s were for pretty much everybody then by the standards of our today. From social
justice to everyday consumer amenities, this was not a gloryland that I’d want to be caught in. The
‘60s were for so many a challenging and so often stupefying dull reality that didn’t so much underlie
the tiny happening scenes of the metropolitan centers as surround them and hem them in and
threaten to batter them back into silence and nothingness.
Wherever you freeze the ‘60s, you freeze most of the folks you’d see there into a life so poor and
unfree that you’d surely be morally obliged to immediately unfreeze the minutes and seconds and
pray that they’d head back in the direction you’d come from in the first place.
Unless of course we intend to just slum it. Get a little antique shop on the Old Kent Road. Make a
fortune every year predicting the winner of the FA Cup. Slide in with each successive elite with our



insider knowledge and our prescient thinking.
You know. Not really like the Sixties at all. Like walking the tightrope with the tightrope lying flat
and safely along the ground.
4.
Or alternatively, as we juggle around these few ideas, we could try a thought experiment of our own,
and imagine trying to recreate the hothouse of mass competitive musical development in the
Sixties in our world today. Just to see how similar our world is to theirs, to see how easy it would be
for us to step back there and find a world we could fit into without the unease of culture shock.
Well, we’d have to somehow create a nationwide network of live musical venues, from Scout halls to
pubs and clubs and onto concert halls. (It’s hard to remember that key ‘60s clubs flourished, for
example, right out on the edge of the District Line from London in what are no longer in any way
musical hotspots, on Twickenham’s Eel Pie Island and in the Crawdaddy Club in Richmond’s
Station Hotel.) Then create a schoolsystem which exposes schoolchildren of all ages to the chords
and harmonies of religious music, and particularly hymns, on each and every day of their lives. Mix
in the remnants of the culture of musichall and the tradition of family singsongs. Somehow create
an environment where tens if not hundreds of thousands of young people have a brutal musical
competence, and then Svengali a series of musical crazes so that a variety of styles become
embedded in those young people’s technical vocabularies. (Some functional equivalents of skiffle,
trad jazz, modern jazz, rock and roll, soul, Brill Building pop, folk and blues will do.)
What else will we have to do? We’ll need to discover a variety of largely unhybridised musical forms
to be interrogated and innovated and mixed up inventively together. We’ll need a host of technical
developments to allow the volume and quality of that pop music thing to be messed with, to drive
both novelty and more tasteful developments. We’ll need to reform employment law, so that
recording artists can be forced to work for next for nothing, and compelled to pump out product and
performances just to survive. We’ll need an existing and respected formal academic canon to be
familiar with and popularise as well as to rebel against in revolutionary ways. We’ll need a strong
culture of work and we’ll need our workers to have illdefined and lowlevel expectations of success.
We’ll need our musicians to be rooted in a grey and boring social tradition which they and their
audience will at least in part and wish to destroy. We’ll need folks to be poor, so that disposable and
cheap entertainment matters to them, but we’ll need them to have enough disposable income to
splash around on lovely inessentials.
We’ll need the luck of finding the right cohort of inspirationally artistically gifted individuals to lead
our pack as these changes gather momentum. We’ll need purposeful writers and an appropriate
news media, and we’ll need that media to be relatively unobtrusive until things have simmered
nicely to the boil. We’ll need drugs which in the shortterm appear to help to stimulate musical
invention without seriously dehabilitating their consumers and without destroying our nascent
musical community. We’ll need a neighboring culture to inspire us and intimidate us and to lay there
fat and complacent for us to conquer.
My God, I’ve hardly started on the menu for this policy of social reconstruction. Imagine selling this
as a policy of intervention to the Minister at the Department Of Administrative Affairs or the woman



at the Department Of Social Affairs and Citizenship.
It’s almost as if it the Sixties were a completely different world.
DOWNSTREAM
1.
Auntie May married a riveter who also hangglided in several world championships. I don’t think
May threw herself across the sky, but if she had, she’d not have let that sky beat her. My mother
and I visited them both in their new Musselborough flat in the mid70s. It was very Terry and Thelma
from “The Likely Lads”, but without the contemptuous prism of Terry’s pointofview, their front room
seemed impressive and a good step up from Dolphin Road, all flatpacked wooden furniture and a
colour TV, central heating and a new washing machine.
I recall finding 10 cc’s ‘How Dare You” in their stack of LPs and asking her to play “I’m Mandy, Fly
Me”. It wasn’t the Beatles, but it sounded fine, if not exactly mind changing. (I did like that superfast
guitar solo in the middle of it.)
And I wonder if Aunt May would sacrifice all of the choices she’s lived through and all that she’s
made of herself, for whatever good and ill that might be, just so she could dress up to Penny Lane
every Friday night forever, bounding down to the local secondary modern for a few hours bopping to
“Dancing In The Streets” and “Mothers Little Helper?”
Which does sound very fine in itself, for a Friday night or twelve. But forever?
Really? Forever?
2.
When Charles Dickens was 43 and a very famous author indeed, the woman he had loved when he
was a boy of 18 quietly got back in touch. Maria Beadnell had scorned Dickens when he’d declared
for her in their youth, but to her in 1855, Charles now seemed a far more enticing prospect. They
met furtively behind their partner’s backs., but while Maria was certainly now a keen fancier of
Dickens, he was savagely disappointed to discover that she had grown “to be very broad too, and
short of breath”.
He never allowed the two of them to meet again.
That line of Fitzgerald’s concerning “boats against the current, borne ceaselessly back into the past”
comes to mind whenever I chance upon the rather excruciating details of their miniature tragedy.
3.
There’s no point looking around today, I tell myself, and anxiously trying to find music which feels as
good as it did when I was young. It may be there, but I’m not so much anymore. There’s lot of music
I love, some of it from 2010 by bands more than half my age, but I’ve got noise trauma, and I’ve lost



the highend treble in my ears. I hear a deader world now and I hear it through a hiss that makes
the world sound as if it’d been recorded on a very bad cheap taperecorder from the early ‘70s, and
then played back to me through some dreadful boughtinWoolworthswithaChristmastoken
speakers. But then, I was told in 1984 I’d be deaf soon, and I’m not deaf yet. I’ll take the deal on
offer, though I couldn’t walk into the sweatdripping halls of the Cavern Club in 1962 without being
knocked flat and deaf by the sheer bloody electric noise. Noise does more than annoy, I assure
you. And there’s nowhere in the musical capitals of the Sixties, as far as I recall, who offered quiet
rooms to chill out in.
And anyway, if I swing one hip to cut a rug today, lots of the rest of me simultaneously flies to and
beyond my other hip, and I seem to be shimmying without having to try hard, or indeed move very
much, at all.
The underlying reality of my existence today isn’t the Sixties or the Roman Empire. It’s that reality
which will soon be around when I’m not anymore.
I suspect that’s what we’re hoping our laserinduced revelations won’t reveal.
4.
Most every Friday night, BBC4 screens another of its usually superlative music documentaries. And
I hang on waiting for those snippets of previously unseen film. Of Sonny Rollins, perhaps, practicing
his sax on the Williamsburg Bridge in New York in the ‘50s. Of Hoagy Carmichael, all wit and
elegance waiting onset between takes in “To Have And Have Not”. The four little besuited boffins of
Kraftwerk sitting demurely on a transEurope express, perhaps, or a young Moded up Marc Bolan
declaring how fine a poet he is.
And I say to my wife, “I have the strangest feeling that I was there too.”
And she says “Yes, dear.” And gets on with whatever she happens be doing.
Like, her life, you know?
RAS: Well, shall we go?
OM: Pull on your trousers
RAS: Why?
OM: To cover your short, fat, hairy legs.
RAS: So, what do you think of this play what I wrote?
OM: ...
RAS: Shall we go?
OM: Yes, let's go



TOY STORIES
David Allison

There are many, many reasons why I might be
considered an idiot, but if you were going to make a
list – and believe me, I’ve made a few such lists in
my time – then I’ve got a fair idea of what the top
three should look like.
I’ll spare you numbers one and two for now, but
number three is easy. You see, I must be an idiot,
because I don’t think I understood mortality until I
watched Transformers: The Movie for the first time.
Yeah, Transformers, “robots in disguise” that turned
into planes and cars and tanks, and had their own
crappy TV show. That was where my first intimation
of mortality came from. Told you I was an idiot.
The realisation that all of this would one day stop had
never sunk in at Sunday School, where the focus was
more on old stories than on the possible absence of
narrative. It hadn’t made any impression on me
when various distant relatives had died – they had
seemed like minor characters in my story, and their
deaths didn’t truly register with me at the time. It
didn’t even really occur to me in the early parts of
Transformers: The Movie, despite the fact that whole
planets were being destroyed and beloved characters
were being gunned down like so many extras (with
all weapons having been switched from tickle to
mangle between TV series and movie, naturally).
But OPTIMUSFUCKINGPRIME, my favourite toy
and childhood hero, dying onscreen, in an
astonishingly drawn out manner? Yeah, I felt that,
and it scared the living shit out of me.
See, here? One day your sentence will be up. Full
stop. Story over. The end.

***
The second biggest reason why I think I’m an idiot?
I know I said I’d hold off on this, but it’s closely
related, so here we go! You see, not only did
Transformers: The Movie introduce me to the idea
that death could be a final thing, it was also the first

time I remember being aware that I was being sold
something. While I cried manly tears™ for a dead
robot lorry, my dad grumbled:
“Yeah, great, and now we’ll have to buy you the new
leader I suppose!”
Thankfully the new guy turned out to be a preening dick
called Rodimus Prime, so no worries there. Though,
yes, actually – my Ultra Magnus toy was very much
appreciated thanks! Anyway, while my dad’s
commentary seemed crushingly insensitive at the time,
and was temporarily blotted out by the full on cheese
metal glory of the rest of the film, the comment stayed
with me.
While I think I’d always been a demanding wee bugger
when it came to toys, I’m not sure that I’d ever properly
understood that the TV show was an advert to sell them
to me (along with the attendant videos, cinema tickets
and comic books of course!). Put this down to the
security afforded by a lower middle class upbringing, if
you want – comfort provides an understanding that
there is such a thing as money, but it doesn’t necessarily
clue you in to the finer points of who has how much and
what it needs to be spent on. For example, I half
remember flicking through and Argos catalogue, seeing
something I wanted and informing my bemused mother
that it was “in our price range”. Which... that’s pretty
disgusting, right? That mix of naiveté, awareness and
entitlement? Euch! A little privilege can turn a nice kid
into an scabby wee monster, and who’s to say the little
shit will ever turn back?
Transformers: The Movie was perfectly, calculatingly
crass – I loved it, of course, but when the closing voice
over announced that Optimus Prime would return?
Well shit, even as a kid I knew that that was some
manipulative bullshit!

***
(According to my pal Scott, who knows about these



things, the bit about Optimus Prime returning was
added to the movie’s European edition to calm down
agitated parents groups, which somewhat
complicates what I’m trying to do with it here.
Because you obviously can’t suggest that death might
be final, that would be crazy, WON’T SOMEBODY
PLEASE THINK OF THE CHILDREN?! etc.
Heh, actually, this is just more evidence that I would
be a terrible parent. The kind of asshole who reads
his kids The Brief and Frightening Reign of Phil as
a bedtime story, petitions the local primary school to
put on a production of Waiting for Godot, and so
on.)

***
These two stupid revelations—about marketing and
mortality—have become linked in my head. Daft as
it might seem, I don’t think that I would have
properly understood one without the other. It’s all
about built in obsolescence, I guess – none of this is
built to last, and my toys were already starting to fall
to pieces by that point. Optimus Prime’s arm had
been held on by blutack for ages, and my first ever
Transformer, Skywarp, was a mangled mix of guns
and limbs when the time the movie hit. And let’s be
honest, this is a very tactile way to think about decay
isn’t it?
The message is as solid as the cheap materials the
toys were made of: no matter how much imagination
you use, no matter how many ingenious solutions
and scenarios you come up with, you can’t stop parts
from going missing or falling apart.

***
(This obviously isn’t true if you keep your toys all
packaged up in a beautiful vacuum, but only mega
fetishists do that, and even then it’ll all be reduced to
mulch one day so ha ha fucker.
Actually, just typing this, I can’t help but think of Toy
Story 2, in which Woody has to choose between
being a child’s plaything and a museum display.

The catch being, of course, that to be played with is also
to acknowledge that one day you will stop being played
with – or, to put it another way, to allow yourself is to be
loved is to acknowledge that one day you will stop being
loved.
Come to think of it, I’ve actually got a bit of sympathy
for people who want to hold on to the past, to wrap it up
so nothing can touch it. The way we’re constantly
moving forward through time is pretty terrifying, and as
such I get the need to try and deny the instability of the
present. Still, no matter how futile all action is in this
scenario, I can’t help but think that there are better,
more productive ways to waste your time...)

***
While Transformers: The Movie was BIGGER and
LOUDER and MORE AWESOMER than the cartoon, it
was the Marvel UK comic that really infected my
childhood imagination.
The best stories were written by a bloodthirsty bastard
called Simon Furman. Drawn by a shifting review of
British artists (including a prefame Bryan Hitch and
Furman’s fellow Death’s Head creator Geoff Senior),
the comic had a more complicated relationship to death
and destruction than either the movie or the cartoon.
While Furman loved to write grisly deaths for his cast,
and while his writing was obviously energised by the
apocalyptic madness of the movie, his big comic stories
were more concerned with intrusion of the future on the
present, with new characters who were introduced in the
movie travelling back into the premovie continuity and
making and epic mess out of everything.
The culmination of this story habit came in a seven part
story called Time Wars, in which the traditional
consequences of the time travel story manifest
themselves in the form of a “living, breathing rift in
time and space” which threatens to bring about “the end
of everything”. Featuring, as it did, different
incarnations of the same characters fighting beside each
other (Optimus Prime and Rodimus Prime, Megatron
and Galavatron), what this most resembled is the
greatest playtime ever, in which old toys and new a
freely mixed up, and in which everything seems to be at



(Galvatron offers fate out for a fight, loses. From Time Wars
part 7, art by Lee Sullivan, script by Simon Furman. I always
found the yellowgreenorange colours of the time rift very
unsettling – it’s like a raging forest fire that smells of sick, so
well done for that colourist Euan Peters!.)

stake but everything can be wrapped up safely until
next time.
Well, not quite safely, or at least not for everyone:

I did mention the whole grisly deaths thing, yes?
This is the real paradox of Time Wars, and of
Furman’s Transformers run in general: brutal, terrible
things happen all the time, and the comic was never
exactly shy about overwriting other established
Transformers plots, but there always more toys to
sell, and Furman and co had to sell a few mangy dogs
in their time (see, for example: The Pretenders/the
Action Masters). Furman’s solution? If you can’t
blow them up, just build them into your ongoing
spaceopera mega plot and hope for the best!
And it worked, or at least, it kept me reading until my
local newsagents stopped stocking the comic.
Somehow, despite the fact that Optimus Prime died
and came back on an annual basis, this never grated
on me the way the closing monologue in the film did.
Possibly because even then I had different
expectations of what a movie should do vs. what a

comic should do, or possibly because the movie had
established the idea, I’m not sure.
Either way, Furman’s stories still read like an attempt
to do great violence to the basic concept of the series.
Which is fun! It’s an everevolving playtime, but the
threat of real destruction is always there, a well
established part of Furman’s recurring storypatterns,
his attempts to think better/write better/ sell better:

(From Price of Life – part 1, art by Andrew Wildman and Stephen
Baskerville, script by Simon Furman. I’m not particularly fond of
Andrew Wildman’s art, but its runny ugliness is actually quite fitting
for the Price of Life storyline. Sometimes Furman would inflict
damage on the characters that was way beyond yr standard toy
line disintegration, and this Megatron/Ratchet hybrid was one of his
most spectacularly grotesque imaginings.)

***
Also hard to dislodge from memory – the
Transformers’version of Limbo as a place where
characters from the present are displaced when
travellers from the future come calling. Now, this is a
bullshit, arbitrary scifi rule designed to keep the drama
going, but it still made sense to me at the time – can’t
keep a track of too many toys at once!
The fact that it was full of creepy wee mind leaches is
what really put it over for me though, especially since
they apparently form alternative realities from the
dreams of their victims. There's a huge temptation to
do terrible violence to this concept, especially since
there are currently a couple of other figures lurking out
there in limbo right now, all living in their own dreams,
oblivious as to the details of the story I’m about to
involve them in.



But... there’s something I’ve got to get out of the way
first. The main reason I should be considered a
fucking idiot? The number #1 reason? I can’t
honestly remember whether my gran died before or
after I saw Transformers: The Movie.
I think I saw the movie first, but I can’t be 100%
sure, and if it’s the other way round then I’ll feel like
my memory has seriously betrayed me. It’ll be
proof, if any was needed, that my perspective on life
is completely and irreparably fucked, because I can
still act out all of the fights from Transformers: The
Movie blow by blow today. But my gran dying?
That was the first time I ever remember something so
raw and terrifying that it refused to be made a part of
my daily fantasy. You’d think that would stick with
me. I mean sure, I’m aestheticizing it here, but it’s
making me queasy to do so and I think relative
artlessness of this passage is obvious...

***
(Ugh, this is devolving into some sort of terrible high
school creative writing exercise, isn’t it? “Write an
essay about a day that really affected you” and all
that pish. Except, worse than that, I’m doing it
through the prism of my own geek bullshit. That’s a
victory for arrested development any way you look at
it.
Worst of all, I can actually make this into a point if I
want to, so long as I stay far enough away from the
reality of the situation. Because you see, going to my
gran’s involved a three part ritual of pure pleasure:
first we drink Irn Bru, then we eat chocolate éclairs,
then we play with the lego for the rest of the
afternoon. I’d like to pretend that I was a
particularly imaginative kid, but I mostly just built
the exact same fleet of spaceships every time. More
worryingly, I could probably build you this exact
same fleet today, and as for my dietary habits… well,
they haven’t changed much either, as the stinky
plastic prison I’m busy building out of empty Irn Bru
bottles will surely attest!)

***

I can’t pretend that I care about Transformers anymore.
I don’t collect or play with toys, and the new live action
movies don’t have anything much to offer me. The first
one is one part fake Spielberg to three parts Michael
Bay stock footage. The second one is like the worst
college comedy ever mixed with the worst plot those
guys from Lost have ever written, plus comedy racism,
plus some fairly boring action. So again, not for me.
This can’t really be taken as proof that I’ve matured or
moved on though. Really, all it proves is that I want to
see Megan Fox torture a robot for information as much
as I want to see the same robot hump Megan Fox’s leg,
so whatever, I’m still addicted to toothrotting fizzy
drinks, and I still read comics.
Enter Scottish comic book writer Grant Morrison, fresh
out of limbo with a head full of infinitely egressing
microuniverses. If anything now fills the Transformers
shaped void at the heart of things, it’s Morrison’s
comics, which read like a superadvanced mutation of
Furman’s old megaepics. Superpowered protagonists
who’re actually immune defenders in the battle between
chaos and order? Morrison may have done it best, but it
was in Furman’s work that I first encountered these
concepts – well, I was probably reading Moorock at
roughly the same time, but that’s a separate topic
entirely.
Working in and around the confines of big franchises
like Batman, Superman and the XMen, Morrison has
managed to create some of the most mortal and vibrant
pop culture of the past twenty years. That he’s done this
by focussing on the transient, throwaway qualities of
the genre and medium he works in is both remarkable
and telling. In Morrison’s best comics, existence in a
committeecontrolled fictional universe looks a lot like
a microcosm of early 21st century Western life– full of
wonderful possibility, but with the sense that you’re
actually just playing out a predetermined role and
everything could go to shit at any moment.
And so in comics like Seven Soldiers and New XMen
the struggle to move beyond the recycled traumas of
modern serial narratives becomes a metaphor for trying
to live a life that’s not just a repeat of the ones that came
before.



(From New XMen #154, art by Marc Silvestri, script by Grant Morrison. This bit of cosmic surgery might seem baffling out of context,
but in the story itself it's a simple plea for a former lover to move on, to stop suffering through tedious reruns of his grief every time

his wife dies. Only in comics, eh?)
For all that he share’s Furman’s enthusiasm for
shocking reinvention, there is love in Morrison’s
work, an irrational attachment to passing things that
you can catch like the cold. It’s easy to laugh at this
idea, but Morrison’s metafictional fantasies have a
genuine moral urgency to them – after all, if real life
is as fleeting and fragile as fiction, then doesn’t it
make sense to use all the authority you have to live
well and play nicely?

***
(I’m tempted to get triumphant about this, to point to
Morrison’s best superhero work as some sort of
validation of my childhood fascination with trashy
Transformers comics, but it sometimes seems that
Morrison’s creator owned works are written precisely
in order to scupper this triumphalism. I wrote about
The Filth at length in the first issue of PEP!, but
both that story and Morrison’s ongoing collaboration
with Cameron Stewart on their Seaguy title can be
read as a man eviscerating his own work just to show
how little there actually was in there in the first
place.
These comics seem to say: if you thought your
attachment to this juvenile crap was proof that
there you were capable of love then the joke’s on
you dumbass! While you were wasting your time
obsessing over whatever geek bullshit they were

selling this week everything fell apart. And what did
you do? Nothing, because you were too busy wanking
off into a tatty wee rag, fucknugget!
It’s bitter medicine, for sure, but that doesn’t make it
any less necessary!)

***
You can imagine how much I laughed when Grant
Morrison’s latest creator owned comic, Joe the
Barbarian referenced Transformers, alongside a heap of
other outdated pop culture franchises, in its first two
issues. That it did so in order to underlines the fact that
childish fantasy was no match for pressing medical
problems is almost too perfect:



(From Joe the Barbarian #1, art by Sean Murphy, script by Grant Morrison)
It’s too early to say whether Joe the Barbarian is going
to amount to anything spectacular. So far it’s been
one of Morrison’s most straightforward works,
another closet fantasy story about a meek kid who
finds out he’s hugely important in a fantasy world and
ends up on an allimportant quest – “RESTORE MY
THRONE OF LIGHT! THE JOURNEY –
ARDUOUS, COMPANIONS ON THE WAY, ET
CETERA! TRADITIONAL RULES APPLY!
FAILURE MEANS AN AUDIENCE ETERNAL WITH
KING DEATH!”
So far the real thrills come when the fantastic
landscapes (conjured up with seemingly infinite
energy by Sean Murphy) are reintegrated into their
mundane counterparts, with the two overlapping
environments undercutting and emphasising each
other. As our diabetic hero struggles to make his way
down stairs in a dark, empty house, I start to feel
every dusty old story beat as a fresh, stumbling

footstep in a grimy old hall.
It’s an effective trick, of course, but it’s still a trick –
no need to tell anyone that, but you feel it all the more
strongly when you’ve had to look after a diabetic
relative, had to try to help them through delirium, to
stop them from stopping you from calling an
ambulance...
That said, sometimes tricks are good. Sometimes it’s
easier to think about these things in such overly
familiar terms – with genuinely urgent scenarios recast
as the battle to bring light back to the kingdom, each
issue of the comic like a small handful of pennies from
heaven and every bit as useless...
***
(It would be really convenient if I could rewrite history
here and pretend that I read Grant Morrison’s ZOIDS



comics back in the eighties, but the truth is I’ve only
ever read a few of them on the Internet.
Which is a shame, because it would be handy to place
Morrison’s BLACK ZOID saga in the context of my
childhood idiocy  its endlessly adaptable, seemingly
unstoppable villain would have fit in nicely here as a
representative of both the inevitability of death and
the malleability of pop culture. [Yeah, I know!]
Thinking about this I feel like a character in Time
Wars. Shockwave, maybe, or Galvatron – one of the
ones who ended up losing the plot trying to work out
what was happening, what would happen, what was
supposed to happen, and so on. I’m fighting my own
little time war in my brain, trying to work out how
much I can change the past without damaging
narrative integrity, and I don’t think I’m the only
one.)

***
Meanwhile, in Limbo, comedian Richard Herring is
dreaming a familiar dream. In his mind he’s
climbing again. As always, he climbs his way to the
top in the 90s, looks down into the early 21st century.
He sees the lay of the land, his TV work drying up,
his 40th birthday passing by, failure, adulthood. He
decides to buy a skateboard for the ride down. After
all, might as well have some fun while your body
disintegrates!
We pull Herring out of Limbo and set him loose
in our story, and straight away he’s doing
routines from his Oh Fuck, I’m 40! standup set.
Let’s focus on one of the best bits from that
show, the skit where Herring manages to skew it
so that a ‘Give Me Head ‘Til I’m Dead’ tshirt he
sees is actually a critique of the idea of heaven.
Of course this requires a lot of Herring’s
trademark overthetop pedantic literalism –
imagining that this item of clothing was a binding
contract, extrapolating how unpleasant this
would be for both participants after the first thirty
minutes, considering the possibility that both
parties might die in this situation (one from a
zinc overdose, one from a zinc deficiency)

– before resolving into a rant about how pleasure is
meaningless if it's constant and uninterrupted.
Beyond the absurd crudity of Herring’s logic, this is a
striking bit of selfcriticism. Laughing along with the
routine, I feel complicit in it too – the overly
intellectualised immaturity of the joke is part of the
mindset that it critiques, the mindset that is far too
invested in turning everything into an eternal playtime.
To laugh along is to admit that, on some level, you’re
willing to go along with this. Too willing, perhaps.
Of course, it’s more complicated than that, because
you’re laughing at Herring as well as with him –
remember, failure is a part of his persona. Except that’s
misleading too, because Herring’s not actually a
washout. In fact, he’s managed to turn the idea that
he’s a washed out comedian who “used to be on the
telly... about ten years ago” into a distinct and sellable
persona.
In the last couple of years Herring’s ironic immaturity
has allowed him to put on some alarmingly ambitious
shows. Like The Headmaster’s Son, in which Herring
revisits his teenage diaries and tries to unpick how he’s
ended up with his current life – the bit where he
imagines reconciling with and shagging his younger
self is particularly relevant to this essay! Or like his
most recent show, Hitler Moustache, which turns a
childish attempt to reclaim the toothbrush moustache
into an engaged defence of liberal values.
You can probably see why the fact that Herring is able
to achieve escape velocity would appeal to me, given
the trajectory of this essay. But isn’t this another bit of
selfdeluding triumphalism? Well, maybe, but I’m with
Herring here – if it’s all downhill from here, then I’d at
least like to feel that I’m doing something fun on the
way. Value for money and all that!

***
(Standing in line to watch the new Pixar movie, Up, I
find myself staring glueyeyed at a poster showing the
cheap plastic toys they’ve made of the film’s characters.
From a marketing point of view, this latest 3D



adventure story probably makes Ratatouille seem
like an easy sell: rats in a restaurant you can just
about make look cute and cuddly, if you flatten out
the teeth and ignore the whole disease thing. But an
old man with a walking frame? Fuck that! Bring on
Cars 2!
Or, you know, don’t because while Cars was a
crawlingly pedestrian exercise in rootsy wistfulness,
Up examines the emptiness of nostalgic fantasy with
an unblinking harshness that would reduce Beckett to
tears, if he weren’t already dead. Also, the talking
dog is funny as fuck and twice as cute.
Really though, is there any more stilted and idiotic
way to package death than this? Not the movie, the
toys the cinema is advertising – a parody of
mortality, a cheap plastic gonk that probably no one
really wants?
Well, it made me laugh anyway!)

***
My old Transformers comics are getting pretty tatty
now. I’d hoped that once I was finished writing this
I’d be happy to either burn them all or give them to a
charity shop or something. What I’ll probably do
instead is put them back in a box in my parents’
house – they’re part of my life, part of the goofy
mental play set I’ve built up for myself over the
years. And while it’s important – liberating even – to
remember that all of this is crap, that doesn’t mean
that you can’t use it to do something wonderful.
Because sometimes crap can be useful, you know?
You’ve just got to remember not to mistake the play
set for the world.
This is my big concern here: that I’m not thinking
anything here that I didn’t think back when I saw
Transformers: The Movie for the first time. I’ve got
much more articulate since then, and I’ve learned a
lot of fun tricks, but I’m not sure that I’ve had the
courage to properly think through any of these
fundamental questions.
Because, like I said, I'm an idiot.

With any luck those old Transformers comics will come
to pieces in the box so that next time I dig them out
they’ll have got all mixed up, with pages from one story
shuffling into the next, creating new stories, new
opportunities, new ways for me to think myself into a
mess.

***
So... how to end this? How to find the escape velocity
to break free of my own stupidity, my fear of death, my
obsession with pop culture detritus?
Well, if you’re interested in reading about the ways that
trash culture can promote critique of the society that
produces it, go read academic and novelist David Fiore
on comic books and The Culture Industry:
http://anagramsci.wordpress.com/2010/03/27/catachresi
soninfiniteearthstherepresentationofthe
impossibleandtheimpossibilityofrepresentationin
theamericannotionalpastime/
If you want to read a fun article that’s actually about the
old Simon Furman Transformers comics, go read
blogerking bobsy’s blow by blow writeup of Death’s
Head vs. Shockwave:
http://mindlessones.com/2009/12/16/thiswouldbea
gooddeath/
Me, I’m going to go reread the commencement address
that David Foster Wallace gave at Kenyon College in
2005, and then I’m going to try to stop panicking about
think beyond my usual concerns. As the man himself
said:
...the socalled real world will not discourage you from
operating on your default settings, because the so
called real world of men and money and power hums
merrily along in a pool of fear and anger and
frustration and craving and worship of self. Our own
present culture has harnessed these forces in ways that
have yielded extraordinary wealth and comfort and
personal freedom. The freedom all to be lords of our
tiny skullsized kingdoms, alone at the centre of all
creation. This kind of freedom has much to recommend



it. But of course there are all different kinds of freedom, and the kind that is most precious you will not hear
much talk about much in the great outside world of wanting and achieving. The really important kind of

freedom involves attention and awareness and discipline, and being able truly to care about other people and
to sacrifice for them over and over in myriad petty, unsexy ways every day.

That is real freedom. That is being educated, and understanding how to think. The alternative is
unconsciousness, the default setting, the rat race, the constant gnawing sense of having had, and lost, some

infinite thing.
Time to stop chasing the same old stories; time to write some new ones, without ignoring what’s
come before.
David Allison – Glasgow, 2010
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PEP! 3 will be out soon (ideally in less than seven months).

To end with the National Anthem.




